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Welcome to COGAIN 2008! 
 
This is the fourth international conference on communication by 
gaze interaction organised by the European Framework 6 
Network of Excellence, COGAIN. The first conference in 
Copenhagen, held in 2005, was an opportunity for partners in the 
Network to take stock of current research in Europe. The second 
conference was an open event, held in Turin, and had ‘gazing 
into the future’ as its theme. Its purpose was to chart a research 
agenda for gaze-based communication over the coming 10 years. The third conference in Leicester 
attracted approximately 100 delegates from 16 countries. Its theme was gaze-based creativity and 
interacting with games and on-line communities, the first conference ever to have this as its main focus.    
  The theme of this year’s conference is communication, environmental control and mobility 
control, particularly for people with motor impairments.  We are expanding the areas in which gaze 
communication can be used effectively to include control of mobility and of the user’s environment. This 
will require that gaze tracking systems can be used on mobile platforms and in a range of different lighting 
conditions. A person with motor neuron disease and an experienced user of gaze communication devices 
said recently "One of the future challenges should be to make a computer so that you can drive the 
wheelchair (safely!) using only an eye tracker". Enabling a suitable level of safety is critical if this 
challenge is to be met and we need to understand fully the safety issues involved, and investigate 
thoroughly solutions to these issues.   
Gaze control has the potential to make really significant improvements to the quality of life of 
people with severe motor impairments. There is a need for faster and more versatile interaction techniques 
as well. It is important that the needs of users, both able-bodied and with disabilities are studied and that 
system solutions are evaluated against these. The conference reflects the importance of these aspects in its 
three paper sessions.  
Now at the end of its fourth 
year, the COGAIN conferences have 
become the major international events 
that focus particularly on gaze 
communication for people with 
disabilities. It has become clear that 
there is a need for a permanent 
communication platform where all 
parties interested in gaze 
communication can meet, discuss and 
collaborate.  
This is the aim of COGAIN association 
(http://www.cogain.org/association), 
which will be established during the 
second day of the conference                        
(3rd September 2008) in Prague.  
 
So welcome to Prague and enjoy the 
conference! 
 
Howell Istance and Olga Štěpánková 
COGAIN 2008 Conference Co-chairs 
 
A highlight of any visit to Prague is the Charles Bridge.  The 
stone Gothic bridge connects the Old Town and Malá Strana in 
Prague and was commissioned by Czech King and Holy Roman 
Emperor Charles IV in 1357.  Charles Bridge is on the top of 
every Prague visitor's must-see list with thirty 17th century 
Baroque statues lining the bridge, and a beautiful view of the city. 
It is also popular with artists, musicians and souvenir vendors. 
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Introduction 
In this paper we present a prototype of a mobile gaze interaction system based on a commercial head-
mounted display (HMD) and an inexpensive webcam for tracking the user's eye movements. The 
components are off-the-shelf and our solution does not require any hardware modifications. The total cost 
of the hardware components (not including a laptop PC) is less than 200€. 
HMDs are becoming increasingly popular as a means to obtain information on-the-spot in applications 
such as medicine, entertainment, augmented reality, maintenance or telerobotics (Liu et al. 1993, 
Tanriverdi and Jacob 2000, Broll et al. 2006). Displaying the information right in front of the user's eye(s) 
holds interesting potentials. For instance, a technician repairing a defective wire in a building can benefit 
from looking at maps and diagrams of the electrical installation on a head-mounted display, offering him 
the possibility of accessing important information without moving. During an operation, a doctor might 
need to look at different images and information of the patient being operated, and having them at-a-
glance on an HMD can be more efficient than turning towards a desktop computer.  
Even relatively high-resolution HMDs (640x480 and higher) are comfortable to wear, weighing around 
100 to 200 grams. A growing number of companies is producing HMDs at a relatively low price (200 to 
400 US$) for mini-PCs, mobile phones or mp4 video players. Most of the systems are non-immersive, 
allowing the user to maintain a view of the physical environment. 
The new mobile displays create a demand for an efficient technique to interact with the information 
displayed in the HMD. When the hands are needed for other tasks, hand-controlled devices such as 
keyboard or mouse become awkward. Gaze interaction with the HMD can potentially provide a hands-free 
pointing technique (Bleach et al., 1998). 
People using augmented and alternative communication tools may benefit from an HMD with gaze 
control. Daily activities, like driving a wheelchair, would not be interrupted when communicating. People 
without control of their hands could communicate on-the-move and in bed without requiring external 
assistance to reposition the equipment. 
There are several challenges in the development of gaze interactive HMD systems. First and foremost 
present head-mounted eye trackers are expensive. Secondly, adding a gaze tracker to a display may 
increase the weight and make the complete system uncomfortable to wear. Thirdly, the user may feel 
“odd” wearing bulky gear in front of the eyes. In addition, tracking the eyes in mobile conditions may be 
more complicated than in a well-controlled environment as when sitting in front of a desktop computer. 
Light conditions will change as the user walks around different scenarios, introducing the need for robust 
eye tracking techniques (Hansen and Pece 2005). Movements of the head may also cause the camera to 
slip. However, if the display and the tracker are mounted on the same frame, issues related to head 
movements are eliminated from the gaze tracking process. 
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The purpose of the research project reported in this paper is to investigate the possibilities of building a 
low-cost mobile HMD system that allows for gaze control with a standard PC. The availability of such a 
system would make it possible for researchers on a limited budget to explore solutions to the challenges 
listed above. There might also be some users who would like to test a mobile system in real-life, even with 
the present shortcomings. 
Gaze interaction on HMDs 
Interaction on the HMD can be performed by means of gaze tracking. Although remote eye trackers are 
less intrusive than head-mounted, they do not represent a viable solution for interacting with mobile 
displays. Furthermore, recent advances in miniaturization of cameras, batteries and light sources have 
reduced the weight and intrusivenes of head-mounted eye trackers.  
A number of such systems have been described in the literature. Babcock and Pelz (2004) presented a 
system to be used in off-line situations. It includes a camera that records the scene in front of the user. 
After recording a sequence, gaze information can be obtained and combined with scene information. Li et 
al. (2005) introduced a similar system that works in real-time. Although they use off-the-shelf 
components, their approach involves ingenious hardware modifications that require an advanced 
knowledge on electronics, which may prevent potential users from building the system. Smith et al. (2005) 
presented the ViewPointer, a head-mounted eye tracker that enhances context information when the user 
looks at pre-tagged physical objects by detecting whether the user looks directly at the object. This 
approach does not estimate gaze coordinates and thus is not suitable for interaction with a display. 
Our prototype makes use of off-the-shelf components that do not require hardware modifications.  
Hardware 
Our system consists of a Sandberg Nightvision camera (Figure 1), which provides a resolution of 640x480 
at 15 Hz or 320x240 at 30 Hz. It costs around €15 and weighs 100 grams. It has 6 built-in infrared LEDs. 
Infrared light improves the illumination conditions of the image and ease the detection of the eye features. 
We take advantage of the built-in infrared light to create a dark-pupil effect. 
A commercial binocular head-mounted display (Vuzix DV920, Figure 1) is connected to a standard laptop 
PC. It provides a resolution of 1024x768 pixels and weighs 100 grams. The binocular HMD prevents 
ambient light from reaching the user's eye, eliminating most of the undesired reflections on the sclera and 
iris. However, the user can still see parts of the surrounding environment by looking above or below the 
2.5 cm thick display frame. The current price is about €185. 
   
Figure 1. Nightvision web camera (left). Binocular head-mounted display (right) 
The camera has not been fixed to the HMD. Instead, it is mounted on a lightweight strap helmet that can 
be adjusted to the user's head. The camera may thus be conveniently positioned close to the eye to obtain a 
good image of the pupil. Figure 2 shows a user wearing the HMD and the head-mounted camera looking 
into the eye from below the HMD. 
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Figure 2. A user wearing the HMD and the head-mounted eye tracker 
Algorithm for tracking the eye 
The eye tracking algorithm uses the dark-pupil technique, and is based on fitting an ellipse to the contour 
of the pupil. A point on the contour is considered to have maximum gradient along any line extending 
from the initial guess of the center of the pupil. A set of 80 points on the contour are located by calculating 
the maximum gradient. The size of the pupil in the previous image is taken into account to calculate the 
length of the lines along which the gradient is calculated. This avoids taking points far away from the 
pupil as belonging to its contour. 
Once the points on the pupil contour are located, an ellipse is fitted to these points. Since the number of 
points on the contour is usually high and very few points are located far from the pupil, we use a 2-step 
approach to estimate the ellipse. First, an initial ellipse is fitted to all the points. The shape of this ellipse 
might be deformed due to the presence of outliers. A second ellipse is then fitted using only the points that 
lie close to the first ellipse. Most outliers are eliminated by this technique. This approach avoids using 
iterative methods such as RANSAC, which are inefficient and require higher processing time. 
Calibration 
Gaze is estimated from the center of the pupil. A calibration process is required to map the pupil position 
to the HMD screen. A set of points is shown in the display and the user has to look at them in sequential 
order. A second order polynomial regression is then applied to estimate gaze (Morimoto et al., 1999). 
Calibration takes around 30 seconds. 
Results 
The accuracy of the system has been evaluated by conducting an experiment with three subjects. Each 
subject calibrated the eye tracker by looking at 16 targets displayed on the HMD. Upon completion of 
calibration, the user was instructed to look again at the 16 targets. Gaze location was estimated in real time 
during the test phase. No smoothing was applied to the estimated gaze coordinates. 
Accuracy was evaluated under two different conditions. In the first one, the subject stood still. This 
situation is equivalent to using a remote eye tracker while maintaining the head still. In the second test the 
subject was instructed to walk along a corridor while looking at the targets presented on the screen. Figure 
3 shows the accuracy in degrees for each of the users in both conditions. 
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Figure 3. Accuracy for each user when standing still and when walking 
When standing still, the average accuracy obtained is 0.766º ± 0.49. Since the camera is located close to 
the eye, a good quality image of the pupil is obtained, and thus the estimated center is very precise. On the 
contrary, in a mobile scenario where the user is walking the accuracy drops to an average of 2.20º ± 1.38. 
Camera and HMD are not fixed to each other, and therefore there are relative movements between both 
components. This introduces errors in the estimated gaze position. In addition, the system might slip as the 
user walks. Integrating the camera and the HMD into one element would improve the accuracy in a mobile 
scenario. Figure 4 shows the estimated gaze positions for one of the users when the user is standing still 
and when the user is walking. 
  
Figure 4. Estimated gaze positions for one user: standing still (left) and walking (right) 
Discussion 
We have developed and built a prototype of a head-mounted eye tracker that allows the user to interact 
with a commercially available head-mounted display. The whole system costs 200€ and weighs a total of 
200 grams. The preliminary tests show an average accuracy under 1º when standing still and around 2.5º 
when walking. Since the camera and the HMD are not fixed to each other, the accuracy is affected by 
relative movements between both elements when the user walks. However, even while walking the 
accuracy is high enough to interact with noise-tolerant interfaces that have been specifically designed for 
gaze typing (e.g. Hansen et al. 2001, Hansen et al. 2008). While standing it is possible to interact with a 
normal windows environment through the use of standard gaze-clicking techniques (dwell, zooming or 
two-step magnification). 
The prototype can undergo a number of improvements. Integrating the camera completely with the HMD 
is the most obvious next step. However, a complete integration of HMD and eye tracker will require some 
hardware modifications or special manufacturing. We are considering alternative solutions for a flexible 
mounting of the camera binding it close to the display but without covering the user’s face. The design of 
a cool-looking face mount is probably the biggest challenge remaining. We expect that manufacturing 
companies of e.g. bike helmets, sunglasses, earphones or visors will have the competence to solve this 
problem. 
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Gaze can be used for pointing, but it lacks the ability to perform selections, i.e. clicking. Facial muscle 
activity through an EMG switch can provide a reliable solution to perform activations in combination with 
gaze pointing (Mateo et al., 2008). Voice recognition could also be used to activate certain predefined 
actions. 
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Introduction 
Eye tracking techniques are used in many types of applications (Duchowski, 2007). We are focusing our 
work on wearable (or head mounted) eye trackers which can be used in the situation where head 
movements are free. Applications of this work can be found in automotive researches in our laboratory for 
road drivers behaviour (Basset et al., 2005).  
Wearable eye trackers consist in a pair of glasses, helmet or headband equipped with 2 cameras : one for 
the pupil and the other for the scene. An infrared led placed close to the eye camera is used to ensure 
correct pupil illumination and allows for obtaining a corneal reflection if needed. A mathematical 
expression links the pupil position to the gaze direction or position. Many studies are already published 
(Villanueva et al., 2006, Li et al., 2005) about the determination of the Point Of Regard (POR) in the scene 
camera. The mapping between both cameras coordinates can be formulated by using a homography or a 
polynomial expression of 1st, 2nd or 3rd order. Following the retained expression, the coefficients are 
determined with a set of calibration points issued from a grid of points located in a same plane. 
This paper proposes an alternative scheme for the calibration procedure by using only a single infrared led 
as the pattern to be looked at. This can be done in the conditions detailed in the next section. Firstly, we 
demonstrate that this procedure offers a precision comparable to other methods, and secondly that during 
the calibration stage the eye tracker user can move his head and only a single led is mandatory instead of a 
grid of points. 
Calibration modelisation 
Figure 1 shows a schematic view from above of wearable eye tracker. To perform the calibration, eye 
tracker users have to look at points one after the other. These points must be located in a same plane and 
usually form a grid. To avoid parallax phenomena during the calibration, the head should stay in the same 
position. For each point, pupil position is automatically segmented, but the gaze direction in scene camera 
must be validated. If this validation is done manually (with a mouse click for example) an operator is often 
needed to help the eye tracker user. The calibration is performed when enough correspondences between 
eye and scene cameras are established in order to compute the mapping with a method of minimization. 
We propose to reverse this scheme using only a single calibration point. In this case, a point set is 
collected by moving the head approximatively in a same plane during the calibration. This method is 
advantageous because we put a simple infrared led as calibration point. By using an IR filter in front of the 
micro-lens of scene camera, this infrared led is easily detected. This procedure is profitable because pupil 
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centre and calibration points are both automatically detected with basic image processing algorithms. This 
offers an easy calibration for eye trackers. 
Assuming that the head (or eye) remains in the same plane during the calibration, we demonstrate now 
that these two calibrations methods are identical. Here, we use homographies to formulate the relations 
between the planes of the model, but polynomial expressions could also be suitable. Because calibration is 
used to compute the mapping from eye to scene cameras, we use the eye camera as the geometric 
reference for the following equations. P is a calibration point P (in meters), vectors pe and ps are 
respectively the projection (in pixels) of P on eye and scene cameras.  
Assuming that the observed scene is plane, the relation between P and its projections pe and ps 
respectively on Eye and Scene cameras are respectively: 
P= H 1 . pe and ps= H 2 . P  
with the situation of  Figure 1, H1 and H2 don't change during the calibration step and the relation between 
ps and pe can be written as:  
ps= H 2 . H1 . pe= H.pe . 
If we consider the scheme of Figure 2 where the head moved, the projections of P become: 
P= H 1 ' . pe ' and ps '= H 2 ' . P  
Because as eye and scene cameras are rigidly attached, H is unchanged and: 
ps '= H 2 ' . H1 ' . pe'= H. pe '  
Thus ps' and pe' can be used to compute H. 
 
Figure 1. Top sight of head mounted eye tracker. P 
projection on scene camera and pupil projection on eye 
camera when gaze direction is oriented on P.  
Figure 2. Example of a head movement on the left. H 
doesn't change in the eye camera reference. 
This method is correct only if the head movements are confined in a plane. If this hypothesis is not 
respected, points coordinates will be affected by the parallax. On Figure 3, we present the error induced by 
parallax in the condition where the gaze is focused on a point P and where the eye tracker user moves 
following the axis of the gaze direction. In this case pe stays at the same location but ps changes of position 
in the image of the scene camera. With a calibration made at 1 meter (distance between P and user's eye) 
and with an eye tracker user moving from -0.5 to 10 meters, the parallax (dp) is characterized by 
variations of ps position from 40 to 25 pixels (Figure 3). For head user staying in a depth of +/- 5cm during 
the calibration process, ps coordinates are affected by an error below 2 pixels. This computation is 
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obtained with intrinsic parameters of our scene camera and by considering that the scene camera and user  
eye are distant of 5 cm (Figure 4).  
 
Figure 3. ps variations when eye camera moves. Right figure is zoom around the calibration distance.  
Calibration results 
Compared to the classical calibration based on the use of a grid, our method is easier. In practice, the user 
starts the calibration and just needs to look at the infrared led from different positions. The acquisition of 
eye and scene images is continuous and takes only few seconds. Real times images processing algorithms 
are used to automatically segment both the pupil position in the eye image and the infrared led position in 
the scene image. This method allows to use more than 9 points to compute the mapping between eye and 
scene cameras with Levenberg Marquart algorithm. Because acquisition is continuous, mapping 
computation can be affected by false correspondences (outliers). We use a RANSAC algorithm (Fischler, 
1981) to remove these outliers.  
We propose to compare several kind of relations found in the literature (Li, 2005), which are used for eye 
tracking systems. Table 1 compares the precision of our method with the one obtained using 9 point grid. 
Points of calibrations were located 1 meter in front of the eye tracker. Here, the presented results are 
obtained with a mapping based on pupil center methods. The corneal reflection or glint methods have not 
yet been tested, but results should be closed. Table 1 here used the same points for the calibration and the 
measurement. 
 Results with a grid of 9 points Results with a single calibration point 
Expression between eye and scene camera Distance mean 
Error (pixels) 
Angle mean 
Error (degrees)
Distance mean 
Error (pixels) 
Angle mean  
Error (degrees) 
Homography 9.1 0.6° 9.8 0.6° 
Polynomials expressions tested :  )..(
1
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n
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Table 1. comparison of our method with the one obtained with 9 points calibration. The working distance is of 1 
meter. 
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We give the mean error between the calculate and real gaze position on scene camera. Results are also 
presented as mean angle gaze direction error. The obtained results are comparable, which can be easily 
explained by considering that the parallax error is in practice close to the error made by an eye tracker user 
when the gaze position is manually validated during the calibration.  
Figure 4 represents the latest version of our eye tracker. Software is running in real time and has been 
developed in C++ using CVB and OpenCV libraries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Illustration of our eye tracking system 
Conclusion 
This paper has presented an easy eye tracker calibration procedure, which takes only few seconds by using 
only a simple infrared led and with no external assistance. By using simple image processing methods, 
each calibration point is automatically detected, and the eye tracker user doesn't need to manually validate 
it. We showed that the results are comparable to a procedure with a grid of 9 points. We showed that the 
parallax is an important, factor which can blur the calibration but also the results. This procedure is well 
adapted for our applications, where we want to analyse the driver's behaviour for various situations of 
driving. The major advantages are that the driver's head doesn't need to be fixed and a single led is used 
instead of a grid of points for the calibration. 
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Introduction 
In recent years, we have witnessed a great development in eye gaze systems that allow handicapped 
people to interact with the computer. Shi et Galley (2007) propose a remote eye tracking system with 3 
cameras for environmental control, which proves the success of this new technology for handicapped 
people. 
They have presented some works that allow the control of wheelchairs through the movements of the eyes. 
These systems usually use electromyography signals captured by electrodes placed around the user’s eyes. 
After the processing of these signals, the systems can generate control signals for the wheelchair. Law et 
al (1999) and Barea et al (2002) are examples of these systems. 
The following natural step is to join an eye gaze system like the one described by Figueiredo et Gomes 
(2007), with a conventional wheelchair to verify whether the control of an wheelchair only with the eye 
gaze is viable, in the current state of the technology.  
In this paper two applications will be presented that allow environment control and an electric wheelchair 
control only with eye gaze. 
Applications description 
Environment Control 
With the developed application of environment control we intend to provide the user with a simple and 
configurable tool according to his/her needs, involving low cost hardware, that enables the control of any 
infrared device or any electric device connected to a radio frequency receiver. We developed two different 
circuits with the blocks diagram presented in Figure1.  
The emitter circuit communicates with the PC application by USB through a PIC microcontroller and 
allows recording infrared signals, the emission of infrared signals and the emission of radio frequency 
signals for the receiver module. The receiver module receives and processes the signals and allows the 
control of electric devices through the PIC microcontroller firmware. As for software, we developed an 
application that can create a limitless set of communication pictures and in each communication picture it 
can also create a high set of buttons. A function can be associated to each button in order to control an 
infrared device, an electric device, or both. The only thing that an eye gaze user will have to do is to select 
the communication picture button whose function he/she intends to activate. 
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Figure 1: Block diagrams for the Emitter and Receiver 
Wheelchair control 
Since we used a low cost wheelchair for the tests, the first problem was the absence of a digital interface 
that allowed the connection between the PC and the wheelchair.  This problem was solved with the 
development of an auxiliary circuit whose blocks diagram we present in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Software/hardware interface 
For the wheelchair control, we try two approaches. First, the conceptual and simplest ones consist of 
placing a menu in the computer with 8 buttons indicating the different possible directions for the 
wheelchair movements. The user would have to activate each one of these buttons to follow in the desired 
direction. This solution has two problems. First, it is very complicated to control the wheelchair speed. 
Second, the user must constantly switch eye gaze from the laptop to the physical environment and vice-
versa to be able to always lead the wheelchair in a safe position. This way of managing eye control was 
abandoned due to the deficient results obtained. 
In the second approach, we remove the laptop from the user’s sight and leaving only the digital cam to 
capture the user’s face, which enables the eye gaze estimation. The user eye gaze directed to the cam will 
correspond to the stop position, i.e. the wheelchair is without movement when the user looks at the cam. 
The user can control not only the wheelchair direction but also its speed. To increase its speed the user 
must look up in relation to the cam. To diminish the speed he/she must look at a zone next to the cam. 
Looking at a zone below the cam the wheelchair runs backwards, also with the controlled speed with the 
eye gaze. For direction control (left and right), we obtained exceptional results, since we can control the 
wheelchair with high stability and precision. In fact, the system auto-adjusts the wheelchair movement by 
a natural feedback control system. If the user fixes his/her eyes in one target direction, and if the 
wheelchair doesn’t take this direction, then the displacement of the user eyes will tend to increase in the 
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inverse direction, which immediately implies the correction of its route. As it is not easy to translate the 
true control that we obtained with this system into words, graphs or tables, we will play a video that shows 
the first experience made with this system: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igIG-hMh3jU 
Some simple security mechanisms were introduced: 
• Disconnect the wheelchair whenever the PC does not send a control message to the wheelchair for 
a time period longer than 100ms. 
• Activate the wheelchair when the user looks sequentially to the cam, to the right, to the cam, to 
the left and again to the cam. Only after these eye movements can the user control the wheelchair.  
• Deactivate the wheelchair when the user looks to the cam (stop the wheelchair) for a fixed time. 
This allows the user to look wherever he/she wants to without moving the wheelchair when it is 
deactivated. 
• Use a wireless communication device that disconnects the wheelchair in an emergency. 
Future work 
Since this basic work is to show, in practical terms, the viability of this project, we have already identified 
some future tasks to improve its functionality. We point out the following: 
• Develop an Eye Gaze system using only a web cam instead of a high definition cam, considering 
that we have an excess resolution in the eye gaze determination for wheelchair control. 
• Develop an Eye Gaze system that is more tolerant to the surrounding light, and allows its use 
outdoors. 
• Provide the chair with a set of sensors that increase its security. 
• Find alternatives to the computer to implement the Eye Gaze algorithms, which would increase 
the wheelchair autonomy. The use of embedded systems is fundamental for the future of this 
work.  
• Test the wheelchair with real users. 
Conclusion 
The development of simple hardware devices that communicate with the PC can substantially increase the 
interaction between an Eye Gaze user and the environment. Being nothing new, this is still simple, 
economic, functional and easy to install. 
It’s easy and economic to construct the hardware that establishes a digital connection between the PC and 
a conventional wheelchair that does not have any digital interface. 
It is possible to control the speed and direction of a wheelchair with great precision using an Eye Gaze 
system. 
The wheelchair direction control uses a natural feedback system that automatically adjusts the wheelchair 
direction towards the point where the user is looking at. 
The vibrations caused by the normal wheelchair movement do not interfere in the eye gaze detection. 
Natural light interferes significantly in the Eye Gaze detection, which limits this system to just indoor use. 
With these experiences and future work, the expression “what you see is what you get” may be 
transformed into “where you see is where you get”.  
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Introduction 
Currently, one can distinguish two basic modes used for control of a wheelchair: 
● In the direct mode, the wheelchair is driven in the same way as a car. The user indicates direction of 
the wheelchair movement using a steering wheel or a joystick and similar approach is applied for 
changing the speed.  
● In the indirect mode, the user communicates with the wheelchair using a control panel reviewing the 
available predefined commands, e.g. “go 0,5 m forward”, “turn 30 degrees right”, …  The control 
panel consists either of a set of different buttons suited for the particular user (HW solution) or it is 
represented by a GUI of a computer screen (SW solution).  
The I4Control® system is a wearable system for gaze-computer interaction that is able to simulate the 
function of a joystick or to select from a grid-like structure using an appropriate GUI (Fejtová et al., 
2006). Consequently, it can serve as a single input device for control of a wheelchair in both upper 
mentioned modes. This is certainly true from purely technical point of view. But this is not enough 
because safety of the resulting system has to be ensured! That is why special attention has to be given to 
the questions concerning reliability of the acquired signal and various ways it can be influenced or 
obscured. The fundamental danger related to gaze-based control comes from physiological reactions to 
certain stimuli that we have “build-in” to protect our eyes and even ourselves: we close eyes when a strong 
light flashes, we look into the direction of a loud sound, etc. It is a question how these immediate reactions 
can be distinguished from the intentional control signals the user wants to mediate to the controlled 
system. Moreover, the quality of the gaze control is significantly influenced by any change of light 
conditions for which the human eye has to adopt itself. Even if we use the best algorithms to evaluate 
point of gaze we can loose the control of the system for the time interval the human eye needs for 
adaptation to changed conditions. And this is not acceptable.  
To make up for limitations of gaze control we have conducted several experiments with a wheelchair 
complemented by several AI features that have been developed in the field of intelligent mobile robotics. 
The resulting system is described in the section on an environment sensing system. Its functionalities seem 
to be useful not only for gaze-based wheelchair control but in a more general context. That is why we 
reconsider the indirect mode of wheelchair control and suggest its further refinement in the next section. 
In the conclusions there are mentioned some ideas for our future work towards construction of a smart 
wheelchair. 
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Environment Sensing System 
To ensure safety of the wheelchair user and to support autonomy, the wheelchair has been equipped with 
a sensory system consisting of sonar and laser rangefinders, color camera and a notebook that conducts all 
necessary sensor data processing. The forward-looking color camera acquires images at 15 frames per 
second.  The laser rangefinder is aimed to the front and provides a planar scan with 230° field of view and 
range of 4 m. Sonars are located at the back of the chair and are used to detect obstacles during backward 
movement. The wheelchair has been also equipped with a prototype odometric system previously 
developed for another project.  
The safety is enforced by limiting the maximal speed of the wheelchair whenever nearby obstacles are 
detected by any of the aforementioned sensors. When moving forwards, the rangefinder scan is searched 
for objects closer than 1 m. If such objects are detected, the maximal speed is decreased and when such 
distance is 0.2 m, the wheelchair forward movement is turned off. Similar rules are introduced for 
backward movement and for sonar sensors. We plan to implement algorithm similar to insect-like 
navigation, where obstacle detection is based on optical flow computed from image sequence acquired by 
the camera mounted to the wheelchair.  
The sensors are not used only for obstacle detection – their input is essential for construction of 
autonomous modes of navigation. So far, we have tested two algorithms based on data from color camera 
and one laser rangefinder based algorithm. 
• First vision based algorithm (Kosnar et al., 2008) recognizes pathways in front of the wheelchair. The 
user first specifies, which parts of current image represent obstacles and what color has the path. The 
algorithm indicates, what trajectory will be followed. After the user confirms the trajectory, the 
wheelchair starts to move. While moving, estimated future trajectory is shown enabling the user to 
redefine obstacle and path colors on demand. Moreover, this algorithm can be used to create a graph 
like map of the environment. With this map, the driver can just specify required destination. 
• Second vision based algorithm (Krajnik and Preucil, 2008) detects significant objects in the image, 
measures their positions and creates a simple description of the path the wheelchair follows. The 
description of the recorded path can then be stored in a corresponding database and later used to 
ensure autonomous traversal of the path by the wheelchair. 
• Third algorithm incorporates laser rangefinder measurements into a two-dimensional map of indoor 
environment. After a reliable map is created, the path between any two reachable points on the map 
can be planned through dedicated AI algorithms. The wheelchair can safely follow the designed path 
provided upper mentioned obstacle detection is applied.  
The refinements of indirect mode for wheelchair control 
Let us consider the indirect mode ensured by a computer GUI. In this case the input is not limited to direct 
physical contact based on touch but it can be mediated by number of alternative interfaces including e.g. 
those applying gaze, voice or blow (Felzer and Nordmann, 2007).  
The simplest approach offers the user to compose his/her journey from many elementary steps. GUI 
interface offers several buttons with corresponding labels for example: 1m forward, 2m forward, left 
10degree, right 20degree. User selects appropriate button and the wheelchair performs requested action. In 
a more sophisticated setting the user can first design a sequence of elementary steps and finally give a 
command to perform them in one run. Here, the user must be able to interrupt movement of the wheelchair 
in any moment. This can be achieved either by using an independent input channel dedicated to this 
purpose or by specifying a special combination of the main control signals. This combination has to be 
such that it is highly improbable that the user executes it without specific intention. This type of 
wheelchair control is rather demanding and the movement takes a lot of time.  
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• The following options rely on incorporation of various AI features (Mandel et al., 2005) based on self-
orientation and localization of wheelchair in world as well as on some methods of artificial 
intelligence (image detection, creating of map, smart localization, …). Those features we are currently 
applying have been briefly described in the former section. The first option the image from camera of 
the control system is displayed on user’s screen. Control system detects (recognizes) some routes 
(footpath, road, …) and the user can select one of the offered possibilities. When selection is 
confirmed, the wheelchair starts to follow the requested path. Movement of wheelchair stops 
automatically whenever the control system detects some obstacle it cannot cope with itself. 
• Further improvement is represented by the second option which incorporates learning. Suppose, the 
wheelchair has built-in a map of the environment it moves in and it offers a list of pre-created or 
learned paths. As soon as the wheelchair can identify its location, it is enough if the user selects 
his/her target position (for example: kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, …) and wheelchair can plan its 
journey to requested position itself by composing it from the parts listed among its ready-made paths.  
The obstacle detection subsystem ensures that users' reactions to surprising stimuli do not negatively affect 
function and safety of the resulting system because wheelchair movement is automatically halted 
whenever the control system detects any serious problem (for example big obstacle).  
Universal GUI for wheelchair control  
Of course, the control system of wheelchair does not have to be restricted to a single option just described. 
User can make choice from the appropriate options according his/her actual location. In the home 
environment, it is possible to rely on pre-created paths and select target position, only. In structured 
outdoor environment (parks, pathways) it seems useful to use simple path recognition methods and in 
unstructured or  otherwise complicated environment it is possible to use direct control of movement. 
 
Figure 1. GUI interface of control system. 
Moreover, the user can wish to switch among several input devices (buttons, eye movement recognition, 
…). To support freedom of choice while ensuring safety, the control system is divided into two parts. The 
first part includes mainly interface for input device and GUI interface (dialog with buttons) to select 
appropriate options / actions. This part also controls high level commands such as: go to target position.  
Second part takes care of autonomous movement of the wheelchair and ensures safety during the journey. 
This part performs movement commands (go, turn left, stop) and it checks permanently that the movement 
in intended direction is safe. 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of wheelchair system. 
Conclusions 
There are a number of AI algorithms that can improve wheelchair user’s comfort and safety 
(Mandel et al., 2005). When considering them one has to take into account their time and memory 
requirements so that they fit the needs of the requested tasks and can be conducted by the HW available on 
the wheelchair (notebook in our case). As a next step, we are planning to implement a simple tracking 
program, which will simplify creation of the pre-defined paths: the user will be able to specify an object 
and the wheelchair will follow it, track its path and remember it. This approach will be used to support the 
learning based option mentioned as a refinement of the indirect mode of wheelchair control. 
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Introduction 
The development of a low cost eye and gaze tracking system in Koblenz has been described previously 
(Droege et al., 2007). Given the low resolution of the relevant image parts the system suffers from 
insufficient accuracy with respect to the detection of pupil and/or iris center points and reflection (glint) 
centres. 
To overcome this situation, several documented approaches have been implemented and evaluated to 
investigate their suitability for low resolution input data.  
Algorithms 
For pupil center detection, the following algorithms have been selected for investigation: 
• the Starburst algorithm described in (Li et al., 2005) 
• the circle approximation algorithm described in (Daunys & Ramanauskas, 2004) 
• the algorithm of Pérez et al. (Pérez et al., 2003)  
• the algorithm of Poursaberi et al. (Poursaberi & Araabi, 2005) 
• the algorithm of Ohno et al. (Ohno et al., 2002)  
All these algorithms are suitable for a dark pupil method based system like ours. They all perform an edge 
detection, possibly after some preprocessing steps, followed by different strategies to determine the center 
of an ellipsis or circle which fits to the detected edges around the dark pupil. 
As an alternative to pupil center detection the estimation of the iris center can be used. While these 
methods are usually used for iris recognition systems, where the eye is held wide open and the whole iris 
is recognizable, gaze tracking systems have to deal with iris regions partially occluded by eye lids. But as 
these algorithms also detect the inner border of the iris, that is the pupil, they often can be adapted for gaze 
tracking purposes as well. The following methods have been examined: 
• the algorithm of Li and Parkhurst (Li & Parkhurst, 2006) 
• the algorithm of Zhu and Yang (Zhu & Yang, 2002) 
• the algorithm Peng et al. (Peng et al., 2005) 
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• the algorithm of Daugman (Daugman, 2002) 
Some of these algorithms explicitly require to remove any glints from the image before searching the pupil 
or iris center. While others are able to deal with distortions like glints, they usually perform better without 
such obstacles. Thus a preparative step to remove any glints is of advantage and can be used with most 
algorithms, provided no other distortions are introduced. These algorithms were considered: 
● the algorithm of Li et al. (Li et al., 2005)  
● the algorithm Mulligan (Mulligan, 1997) 
Comparison 
Given the goal to improve the performance of our existing system, the algorithms had to compare to the 
current implementation as described in (Geier, 2007). 
To work with identical input data, several sequences of images have been recorded using our system. 
These were then replayed for every algorithm and the resulting coordinates have been recorded. Since the 
gaze direction estimation heavily relies on these coordinates, their accuracy is of major concern. To 
abstract from the subsequent calculations, which depend on the geometry of the setup (camera distance, 
screen size ...) only the positions in pixel coordinates have been compared. As the gaze estimation finaly is 
based on the direction and length of the line between the glint and the pupil center, this measure has been 
choosen as the value to compare. 
  
 
 
Figure 1: Results for the original algorithm, Starburst (top row), coordinate averaging and Daugmans algorithm 
Figure 1 shows the results for an image sequence where a single point on the screen was focused. Any 
variation is due to the saccades occurring during fixation. Blue marks denote the left eye, green marks the 
right eye. All three tested algorithms show a much higher variation in the calculated positions opposed to 
the original. While Starburst and Daugmans algorithm suffer from the low resolution of the pupil image, 
coordinate averaging performs bad due to the presence of the glint, which heavily disturbs its results. 
Similar results can be observed with the other input sequences. 
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The other algorithms perform very similar to the original algorithm as can be seen in Figure 2, where the 
results of an image sequence where the eyes follow a slowly moving spot are shown. 
 
  
  
  
Figure 2: Results for the algorithms of Geier, Zhu et al. (top row), Poursaberi et al. and 
Perez et al. (middle row) Ohno et al. and Daunys et al. (circle approximation) 
A quantitative evaluation is difficult, as no ground truth data exists to determine the detection error of the 
algorithms. A coarse estimation has been done by using an image sequence where the user followed a 
horizontally moving point. Allthough also saccades contribute to the real pupil positions, the mean 
deviation  
 
   algorithm left eye right eye 
(Geier, 2007) 1.4508 1.1996 
(Zhu & Yang, 2002) 1.8148 1.7803 
(Poursaberi & Araabi, 2005) 1.3013 1.0860 
(Pérez et al., 2003)  1.3842 1.2090 
(Ohno et al., 2002) 1.2832 1.2341 
(Daunys & Ramanauskas, 2004) 
Circle Approximation 
1.2898 1.3303 
Table 1: Mean vertical deviation for a sequence with a horizontally moving point 
from the mean y-value has been calculated. The values in Table 1 give some hints on the accuracy of the 
algorithms, but the results are too close and vary too much to nominate a clear winner. 
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Conclusion 
The aim of our comparison was to find an alternative to our pupil center detection, which in our previous 
system occasionally gave inaccurate estimates and thus was subject to improvement. While some of the 
algorithms published do perform slightly better in some situations, there is no clear "winner" for all 
situations. All algorithms suffer from the poor resolution of our chosen input device, some of them 
apparently are unable to deal with low resolution input at all. The differences are often caused by the 
presence of the IR-light reflection within the pupil. 
Thus, besides hoping for higher resolution COTS cameras with high (IR-) light sensitivity, further 
attempts have to be made to tune the existing approaches to work better with low resolution input.  
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Introduction 
We present the results of an investigation into gaze-based interaction techniques with on-line virtual 
communities. The purpose of this study was to gain a better understanding of user performance with a 
gaze interaction technique developed for interacting with 3D graphical on-line communities and games. 
The study involved 12 participants each of whom carried out 2 equivalent sets of 3 tasks in a world 
created in Second Life. One set was carried out using a keystroke and mouse emulator driven by gaze, and 
the other set was carried out with the normal keyboard and mouse.. The study demonstrates that subjects 
were easily able to perform a set of tasks with eye gaze with only a minimal amount of training. It has also 
identified the causes of user errors and the amount of performance improvement that could be expected if 
the causes of these errors can be designed out. 
Gaze driven mouse and keyboard emulation 
The idea and the implementation of “Snap Clutch”, the gaze interaction technique used, is described more 
thoroughly elsewhere (Istance et al., 2008). In short, the principle is to use a gaze dwell to emulate a 
variety of input events. Four different emulator modes are available at any one time to the user, and a 
simple off-screen glance is used to change to one of these modes. A ‘mode’ in this context means a way of 
mapping between gaze data as inputs, and mouse or keyboard events as outputs. So, for example, a ‘pie 
menu’ mode can be constructed where the first gaze dwell generates a right button click at that position on 
screen. The second dwell generates a left mouse button click, then the mode is automatically de-activated, 
and so subsequent dwells generate no events.  
The four modes can be chosen according to the actual application being controlled. In this study we used 
the following four modes: 
• Glance up mode : Unconstrained looking around 
? no action on dwell (control off),  
? rotate left when looking inside the left hand edge of the screen 
? rotate right when looking inside the right hand edge of the screen 
• Glance right mode: Right button click 
? a gaze dwell causes a right button click  
• Glance left mode: Left button click  
? a gaze dwell causes a left button click 
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• Glance down mode: Locomotion 
? no action on dwell 
? constant streaming of ‘W’ keystroke events when the user looks in the main part of 
the screen 
? streaming of ‘A’ and ‘D’ keystroke events when the user  looks into small square 
regions in the left and right hand sides of the screen 
? streaming of ‘S’ keystroke events when the user looks inside a thin strip inside the 
bottom edge of the screen causing the avatar to walk backwards 
 
An approach to user performance investigations 
The initial pilot study (Istance et al, 2008) showed that using Second Life with our gaze-based technique 
resulted in task completion times that were distinctively longer than when using conventional interaction 
techniques. In order to achieve parity of gaze interaction with normal keyboard and mouse, it is important 
to be able to identify usability issues with gaze control in terms of what influences the speed of interaction 
(time of task completion) and the types of errors made.  
Partitioning task time into ‘productive’ time and ‘error’ time has long been a feature of usability 
engineering (Gilb, 1984). The time spent in a specific error condition represents the potential saving in 
task completion time if the cause of that specific error can be designed out so the user no longer makes 
that error. The relative savings in task completion times by addressing each of the types of errors 
identified represents a kind of cost-benefit analysis of redesigning different features of the user interface. 
 
The Experiment 
Subjects and apparatus. The study involved 12 participants. Ten of them were students and two were 
university lecturers who were experienced users of gaze interaction. Ages varied from 20 to 56, the 
average being 29. All subjects were able-bodied. The trials were carried out using a Tobii T60 screen 
integrated eye tracker, and the window contents during all of the trials were recorded using screen capture 
software. 
Tasks. Two sets of three tasks were devised to be carried out within a purpose built world within Second 
Life. The world represented the computer science building at the university.  
• The locomotion task required the subject to walk 
from the main entrance, up the main stairs (Figure 
1), go into a room where there were display panels 
about individual modules and then report the 
module code from a particular panel. The difference 
between the two sets of tasks was the actual panel 
the participant was asked to report the code from.  
• The object manipulation task required the subject to 
change a slide or request a web page from the main 
lecture theatre. In one task set, the participant 
changed the slide. This involved a right click on a 
panel button object to display a pie menu and then a 
left click to select the ‘Touch’ option. In the other 
set, the equivalent task was to request a web page to 
be displayed. This involved a left click on a  panel Figure 1. A locomotion task – searching for the  
target from the upstairs. 
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button object near the stage, and another left click to cancel to the request. 
• The application control task required the user to change the appearance of their avatar. In one set, the 
task was to remove the moustache and in the other it was to raise the height of the eyebrows. The 
participant right-clicked the avatar to display a pie menu with an option to edit ‘appearance’. This 
caused a dialogue box to appear. The user had to select a group of features to edit from the vertical 
panel of buttons, then scroll down a list of features to make the required feature visible. A horizontal 
slider was used to change the selected feature. 
Procedure. The subjects were split into two groups. One half did one task set with the keyboard and 
mouse, followed by the other task set using gaze control. The other 6 subjects started with gaze control 
followed by keyboard and mouse. None of the 10 student participants had used Second Life or gaze 
control previously.  
Each subject was given a 15 minute introduction to Second Life in the form of simple training exercises 
using a keyboard and mouse. This was followed by a 15 minute introduction to using gaze control. This 
also contained a series of simple training exercises. 
Each task set began with the avatar standing by the main entrance to the building and the tasks were 
completed in the same order for all subjects, locomotion, object manipulation and application control. The 
task was first explained and then the subjects were asked to complete it. They were reminded of the tasks 
as needed during completion. After both task sets, subjects were given a brief questionnaire to complete. 
They were advised that they could withdraw from the trial at any time and that there were no penalty for 
doing so. No reward for participation in the trial was offered and the whole session took between 45-55 
minutes to complete.  
 
Analysis and Results 
We identified four different categories of errors the participants made when performing the tasks. Videos 
of the trials were annotated using an open source video annotation application called Elan (ELAN, 2008). 
At the outset the data from one subject was marked up by two people and the consistency of the outcomes 
was checked. A number of minor adjustments to the original definitions of the error types were made as a 
result, otherwise there was a high degree of agreement between the analyses. The four main error 
catergories were the following: 
1. Locomotion error – being of one of following 
• unintentional motion backwards (the gaze first moves through the ‘move backwards’ zone of the 
screen after glancing down to change into locomotion mode) 
• unintentional rotation - left or right (the person means to glance off screen to change modes when 
in ‘no control’ mode, but rotates instead) 
• turn overshoot (person deliberately turns while in ‘locomotion’ mode but turns too far and has to 
correct this. 
• walk overshoot ( person tries to stop, but the change to ‘no control’ mode takes too long the 
person walks too far, and has to reverse) 
2. Mode change error – an unintentional change of the mode; a subject tries to rotate while in locomotion 
mode – left or right – and changes mode by mistake by looking too far off screen  
3. Accuracy error – a subject tries to click on a target but misses because of inaccurate pointing. If this 
resulted in the wrong selection being made this error included recovery from this.  
4. Misunderstanding error - a subject misunderstands / mishears / forgets what to do – e.g. a subject goes 
in the wrong direction and later corrects the direction 
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For each subject and for each task, the time spent in each error condition was summed and this was 
deducted from the total task time, leaving the non-error time for each trial. 
The outcomes of the trials for each of the three tasks are shown in Figure 2. Each task represented one 
example from the three main different categories of tasks performed in virtual environment (Hand, 1997; 
Bowman, 1999). Data from the locomotion task is at the bottom of the graph, the application control task 
data is in the middle and the object manipulation task data is shown at the top. The total lengths of the bars 
show the average total task completion times in seconds including errors. 
There were significant problems with calibrating the eyetracker for one subject. She was able to complete 
all 3 tasks in the gaze condition but there were far greater accuracy errors than for any other subject (the 
error time was more than 3 standard deviations from the mean of all other subjects’ error times for the 
application control and object manipulation tasks). Consequently all data from this subject was removed 
from the analysis.  
The results show that all subjects were able to complete the three tasks using eye gaze. The non-error part 
at the bottom of the bars enables comparison of task times if the cause of the errors can be removed by 
design changes. The gaze:keyboard-mouse ratio of non-error times for the locomotion task is 1:1.2. The 
corresponding ratio for the application control task is approximately 1:2, and for the object manipulation 
task is approximately 1:2.5.  
The error-free times in the gaze condition are encouraging, particularly for the locomotion task. With only 
a short training session, subjects would be able to complete the locomotion task using gaze nearly as 
quickly as with key commands if the cause of the locomotion errors could be removed. The reasons 
behind the locomotion errors are in part due to the speed of movement of the avatar in response to key 
commands generated by the emulator. This causes overshoot or undershoot of movement which then have 
to be corrected. This is largely due to the processing pipeline on a single computer (eyetracker – emulator 
– Second Life browser, and additionally, in the experiment condition, the video capture software). There 
may also be optimisations to the emulator software that could improve performance here. Another source 
of locomotion errors is the location of the backwards motion zone at the bottom of the screen. This meant 
that the gaze position first had to travel through this zone after changing into locomotion mode and the 
latency in the system caused an unwanted backwards movement as a result. These can be addressed by 
modifications to the behaviour of the locomotion mode and examining in detail the causes for response 
latency.  
The biggest cause of errors in the application control and the object manipulation tasks was the difficulty 
of hitting the small control objects in the dialog boxes to change appearance. This was exacerbated by 
Figure 2. Average task completion times partitioned into error times (in four types of errors) and non-error times
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some latency in generating click events probably due to the processing pipeline. The best solution here to 
reduce these errors is probably to include some kind of zoom facility as is common with 2D gaze driven 
interfaces. 
Subjects were asked in the post trial questionnaire to identify the most difficult aspects of the gaze control 
conditions. The majority of subjects said the application control task was the most difficult due to the lack 
of accuracy of gaze pointing. A smaller number said the slowness in generating click events, particularly 
in the object manipulation task, caused problems sustaining cursor position.  
Conclusion 
In summary, the study has been successful in revealing the extent and causes of performance differences 
between the gaze and keyboard-mouse conditions. It has enabled specific design changes to be identified 
to address these differences and has given an indication of the performance improvements that are likely 
to result from these changes. Importantly however, it has demonstrated the feasibility and potential for 
gaze based interaction with 3D virtual communities. 
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Introduction  
The limited accuracy of gaze trackers requires alternative methods to the point-and-click selection used in 
graphical user interfaces. Only a fraction of the interactive elements in Windows are actually critically 
small for current gaze tracking systems (i.e. less than 12x12 pixels), but they become serious obstacles for 
the workflow when using a “blunt” input. Increasing the size of icons or decrease the resolution of the 
screen may help in some cases, but the smallest elements on a computer interface may still create 
problems because of noise or off-sets on the gaze tracker. A two-step magnification method (Lankford, 
2000) is provided by several commercial gaze communication systems to compensate for the inaccuracy. 
First, the user looks at the region of a screen in which the target is located. After a certain dwell time an 
enlarged version of the region pop up in a new window. The user can now make the selection in this 
enlargement with another dwell time selection. The method works well for most people, but the two-step 
process is likely to be slower than a single-step, direct selection. 
 
Figure 3 The top-left Windows icons are taken from text typing application (16x16 pixels) and the top-right icons are common 
desktop icons (32x32 pixels). The three red targets (bottom) were used in the present experiment (size 6x6, 9x9 and 12x12 pixels). 
Zoom–selection is a new method examined in this paper. When engaged, it presents a zoom-window 
around the user’s point of regard in which a smooth animation shows the content of the window gradually 
increasing in size, as if approaching the user. The zoom-function allows for runtime course corrections 
during the selection process, proportional to the current level of magnification. At the end of the 
predetermined zooming time, the target in the centre of the zoom-window then becomes selected. Zoom-
selection has been successfully used for gaze typing (Hansen et al. 2008). This paper examines zoom 
selection used for target selection in a windowed environment by comparing it to the two-step 
magnification method and – more briefly – to the simple dwell-time method. Ashmore et al. 2005 
examined a gaze-contingent fisheye perspective for eye pointing and selection of magnified targets. The 
fisheye perspective (a so-called distortion interface) is hidden during visual search, but appears as soon as 
the user fixates a target. This technique provides an overview during search and the enlargement of targets 
during selection. However, we prefer to use zoom translations instead of a fisheye distortion since it keeps 
a better legibility in motion.   
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Experiment 
In our experiment, the movement time (Mt) starts with the onset of the target and it ends when the user 
presses the space bar to trigger the selection process. With this approach, we also include reaction time in 
Mt to simplify the analysis.  
All gaze-only interactive systems must discriminate between when users are navigating and when they are 
fixating. Their methods are unfortunately not standardized and the times it takes them to discriminate a 
fixation vary from tracker to tracker (Kumar et al. 2008, Salvucci and Goldberg, 2000). In order to avoid 
the uncertainties associated with the (unknown) device-dependent software fixation-detection techniques, 
we decided to initiate the selection process only when the user pressed a space bar. Consequently, 
selection time (St) is measured as the time it takes from the subject presses the space bar to the final 
selection process has been executed.  
We performed three experiments to test three different gaze-only selection methods: simple dwell, two-
step magnification and zoom-selection. Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted with a single target 
appearing in a circular fashion according to the ISO 9241-9 standard (ISO/DIS 9241-9, 2000), cf. figure 
2a. In experiment 3 we presented several thousands tiny Windows icons simultaneously with just one blue 
target among them, cf. figure 2b. In all experiments the target would only appear when the user was 
fixating at a marked centre on the screen. 
 
Figure 4a Screenshot from the two-step magnification 
selection. The red square indicates the target.  
 
Figure 2b Screenshot of 2000 randomly spread icons used in 
experiment 3. The blue icon in the centre indicates the target. 
Six participants (3 male, 3 female, mean age = 30 years) were recruited from the local university campus. 
The input device was a Tobii-1750 gaze tracker. The application ran on an IBM 1.86 GHz Intel Dual Core 
machine. The resolution was 1280x1024 pixels. The gaze tracker sampled at 50 Hz with a claimed 
accuracy of 0.5 degree on the visual angle. Roughly, this corresponds to 20 pixels in our test 
configuration. 
The primary independent variable was interaction technique with three levels: 
• Dwell: Provides a visual feedback on remaining dwell time by a pointer gradually decreasing  its 
size from 68x68 pixels but without enlargements of the target.  
• Two‐step Magnification: A window (size 200x200 pixels) pops‐up with a magnification (x5) of the 
gaze area at the point of regard when the user presses the space bar.  In this window, the user 
can perform the second and final selection by another simple selection.  
• Zoom selection: Pressing  the spacebar  triggers a graduate  increase of objects within a window  
(size 300x300 pixels) until a final x10 zoom‐level is reached.  
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We included additional variables to test a range of design options. Space constraints allow us only to 
report on the following variables in this paper: 
• Target size: 6x6 pixels, 9x9 pixels and 12x12 pixels 
• Selection  time:  In experiment 2 we used 1000 ms, 1500 ms, 2000 ms  for  the  zoom  selection 
interaction and 500 ms, 750 ms and 1000 ms  for  two‐step magnification.  In experiment 3 we 
used 1000 ms for the zoom selection and 500 ms for the two‐step dwell magnification. 
In order to compare the methods fairly, we decided to set the dwell times to half the zoom-time since the 
two-step magnification would take double as much time as the single-step zoom selection. Run-time 
corrections of pointer positioning were possible for both the dwell selection and the zoom selection. 
To minimize asymmetric learning effects, the interaction method, target size, and selection time were 
counterbalanced using a balanced Latin Square. Furthermore, for both experiments, the mouse pointer was 
hidden to reduce visual distraction and prevent chasing. Audio feedback from the application informed the 
users about the outcome of their activation, playing a pleasant sound if the activation was a success and a 
warning sound if it went bad.  
Experiment 1 consisted of 10 activations with the standard single-dwell activation technique using the 
ISO-format, with each of the 3 target sizes, (the largest 12x12 pixels shown first and the smallest 6x6 
pixels shown last). The dwell time was set to 1000 ms. Experiment 2 was conducted immediately after 
experiment 1. Interaction method (two-step dwell magnification and zoom selection), target size (12x12, 
9x9, and 6x6 pixels), and selection time (1000, 1500, and 2000 ms) were manipulated. The order of the 
conditions was counterbalanced. Ten activations were made with each of the combinations, giving 180 
data per subject. 
Finally, in experiment 3, conducted several days after experiment 1 and 2, we compared the two-step 
dwell magnification and the zoom selection technique. In this experiment, we used a windows-like layout 
with 2000 icons shown at once. Again, the sizes were 6x6, 9x9, and 12x12 pixels, but just tested with one 
selection time namely 1000 ms for the zoom selection and 500 ms for the two-step dwell magnification. A 
target would appear as the only blue icon among all the other 2000 small icons (c.f. figure 2b). 
Results 
Outliers (Outlier > µ + σ · 3) were first removed. This excluded 5 data of 180 in Experiment 1, 19 data out 
of 1080 in Experiment 2 and 16 out of 1080 in Experiment 3. We then performed ANOVA and Bonferroni 
post-hoc tests. Table 1 summarizes the results from all the experiments. 
 
  6 x 6 
pixels 
9 x 9 
pixels 
12 x 12 
pixels 
Movement time 
(ms) 
Selection time 
(ms) 
Total time 
(ms) 
Dwell (n=180)  exp 1 µ = 0.07,  σ = 0.25 
µ = 0.18,  
σ = 0.40 
µ = 0.27,  
σ = 0.45 
µ = 3374,  
σ = 3865 
µ = 1000,  
σ = 0 
µ = 4785,  
σ = 3878 
exp 2 µ = 0.30,  
σ = 0.46 
µ = 0.44,  
σ = 0.50 
µ = 0.57,  
σ = 0.50 
µ = 1544,  
σ = 1205 
µ = 1511,  
σ = 411 
µ = 3055,  
σ = 1263 Zoom (n=1080)  
exp 3 µ = 0.45, 
σ = 0.50 
µ = 0.50,  
σ = 0.50 
µ = 0.50,  
σ = 0.46 
µ = 2019,  
σ = 1159 
µ = 1000,  
σ = 0 
µ = 3058,  
σ = 1195 
exp 2 µ = 0.81,  
σ = 0.40 
µ = 0.88, 
σ = 0.32 
µ = 0.93,  
σ = 0.24 
µ = 1422,  
σ = 966 
µ = 2924,  
σ = 936 
µ = 4346,  
σ = 1558 Two-Step Dwell 
(n=1080) exp 3 µ = 0.85,  
σ = 0.36 
µ = 0.89,  
σ = 0.31 
µ = 0.88,  
σ = 0.33 
µ = 1678,  
σ = 798 
µ = 2177,  
σ = 800 
µ = 3865,  
σ = 1169 
Table 1 Means (µ) and standard deviations (σ) of data. 
Experiment 1: The grand mean of hit rates for a common dwell selection were 0.17, σ = 0.38 and the 
grand mean movement time was 4006 ms, σ = 4435. The mean hit rate for 12x12 pixels were 0.27, σ = 
0.45, mean hit rate for 9x9 pixels were 0.18, σ = 0.40 and mean hit rate for 6x6 pixels were 0.07, σ = 0.25. 
The ANOVA showed a main effect of the target size on hit rate: F (2, 179) = 4.269, p < 0.015. This 
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indicates that that the dwell selection method is rather imprecise, but it performs better when the target 
size increases.  
Experiment 2: There was a main effect of interaction method on hit rate: F (1, 1061) = 86.441, p < 0.0001. 
The two-step dwell magnification was more accurate (µ = 0.88, σ = 0.33) than the zoom selection (µ = 
0.44, σ = 0.50). There was a main effect of target size on hit rate: F (2, 1061) = 19.155, p < 0.0001. The 
post-hoc test revealed a main effect for all target sizes with p-values ranging from p < 0.001 to p < 0.01. 
The success rate for hitting a target gets significantly higher for each of the tested levels when target size 
increases. 
The selection time is the time used for the activating the target after the subject triggers the space bar. 
Recall that the zoom selection was set to be twice as long as the dwell time for a fair comparison between 
the zoom-selection process and the two-step dwell magnification. The ANOVA showed a main effect on 
the selection method on selection time F (1, 1061) = 1072.433, p < 0.0001. Specifically, target selection 
took significantly longer with the two-step dwell selection (µ = 2924, σ = 934) compared to the zoom 
selection (µ = 1504 ms, σ = 411); in fact 94% longer even though the two methods had been balanced.  
Immediately after experiment 1 and 2, the users evaluated the different interaction methods. They were 
asked which of the selection methods they perceived to be the fastest. A majority of the users (5 out of 6) 
found the two-step dwell magnification to be the fastest even though it was in fact 94 % slower. Not 
surprisingly, all of the users regarded the two-step dwell magnification to be most precise and all of them 
found the two-step dwell magnification to be easiest to use. Finally, the two-step magnification was also 
considered the most fatiguing by 4 out of 6 users; most likely related to the fact that this method requires 
multiple selections. 
Experiment 3: In this highly clustered layout we found a main effect of selection method on hit rate: F (1, 
1073) = 215.1, p < 0.0001, supporting the finding from experiment 2 that the two-step dwell magnification 
performs significantly better (µ = 0.87, σ = 0.33) than the zoom selection (µ = 0.49, σ = 0.5). Target size 
did not show a main effect. There was a main effect of selection method on selection time: F (1, 1073) = 
1086.141, p < 0.0001. As in Experiment 2, the fixed zoom method was significantly faster (µ = 1000 ms, σ 
= 0) than the two-step dwell magnification (µ = 2117 ms, σ = 800). 
Discussion and conclusion 
The hit-rate of the zoom-selection were 0.44 and 0.49 in experiment 2 and 3, outperforming the 
conventional dwell-time selection technique that had a hit-rate of 0.17, while the two-step magnification 
method showed the highest hit-rate (0.87 and 0.88). The selection times of the zoom method were 
significantly faster than the selection time of the two-step method. Subjective evaluations from users 
indicated that the two-step method may be the most fatiguing, since it requires the double amount of 
clicks.  
We have made a rough calculation of how long time it will take to perform 100 successful clicks on basis 
of the observed mean values of hit-rates and activation times. By dwell selection, the user would have to 
make 721 selections lasting approx. 5 seconds each, ≈ 60 minutes in total. With two-step dwell selections 
the user would have to make 124 selections lasting 5.8 seconds each, ≈ 12 minutes in total. Finally, zoom-
selection would require 269 selections of 3 seconds duration, ≈ 13 minutes in total. Off course, it will most 
likely cause severe frustration when the user has to click repeatedly before hitting a target – and the user 
may even risk hitting a wrong nearby target. Therefore, this time calculation only indicates that the zoom 
selection may be equal to two-step magnification in terms of efficiency but not in terms of perceived 
usability. 
Searching for lower bounds for how small targets the three methods would be able to handle, we also 
measured the distances from the final hit-points to the target centre. In average, the simple dwell 
activations were 16.7 pixels away from the real centre (σ = 22.7), the zoom-selections were 12 pixels off 
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(σ = 18.3) and the two-step magnification were 4.25 pixels off (σ = 8.8). Assuming that targets should be 
at least twice the size of the average offset to reliably hit the target, the results from the different selection 
methods indicates that a minimum target diameter would have to be around 34 pixels for dwell, around 24 
pixels for zoom and 9 pixels for two-step dwell magnification if they are to consistently provide successful 
activations. 
In conclusion, the findings suggest that both two-step magnification and zoom selection be included in 
gaze interactive systems. Because zoom selection are the fastest method and because it will handle the 
majority of Windows icons well (namely all of those larger than approximately 32x32 pixels), we suggest 
zoom selection to be the default method and the two-step dwell to be a second option that the user can 
engage when needed – i.e. when targets are really small or when the tracker becomes inaccurate.  
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Introduction 
This paper describes the first experiment of a PhD thesis project studying the use of gaze and gaze 
gestures in drawing applications. Drawing programs is an ideal platform for gaze gestures, since they can 
save screen space when fewer buttons or menus are needed in the application. Gestures also provide an 
easy access to a selection of often-used tools, for example copy, paste or undo. In some cases, gestures can 
even be performed faster than a selection from a menu. Some gaze-controlled drawing applications have 
already been implemented. However, none of these uses gaze gestures. EaglePaint (Gips and Olivieri, 
1996) is one of the first drawing applications for gaze. In EaglePaint, a randomly colored line appears 
wherever the user looks. Hornof et al. (2004) have designed a drawing application called EyeDraw. In 
EyeDraw, the user draws pictures by using lines, squares, circles, and some predetermined shapes.  
Gestures are mostly used in mouse and pen-based interfaces, but recently gaze researchers have become 
interested in them as well. Drewes and Schmidt (2007) and Istance et al. (2008) used gaze gestures to 
control an application. Drewes and Schmidt designed a set of gaze gestures that were based on eight 
directions (cardinal and half-cardinal points). See two example gestures in Figure 1. They implemented 
the gestures in a media player and used the gestures to play, pause and stop a track, to change a track or a 
media channel and to adjust the volume. They noted that the participants were able to do the asked gaze 
gestures and they used the whole screen to perform the gestures, which was reported to be easier than to 
perform them in small scale. Istance et al. added gaze-based interaction to Second Life and used gaze 
gestures to switch between different types of gaze and mouse controls.  
 
 
Figure 1. Example gestures Drewes and Schmidt’s (2007) study (on left) and  
a screen caption from Wobbrock et al.’s (2008) EyeWrite (on right). 
In addition to controlling an application, gaze gestures have also been used for writing with gaze. 
Wobbrock et al. (2008) implemented an application called EyeWrite (see Figure 1) that is based on their 
EdgeWrite method (for pen-based interaction). The shapes of the gestures in EyeWrite resemble roman 
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letters so that they would be easier to learn and to remember. The gaze gestures are issued on a special 
writing window that shows guides to help the gesture drawing process. In their longitudinal study, 
Wobbrock et al. found that though the participants were slower when writing with gaze gestures than with 
dwell-based on-screen keyboard, they felt that the gaze gestures were an easier and faster way to write and 
caused less fatigue than the on-screen keyboard.  
Another gaze writing style that resembles gaze gestures should be mentioned here. Isokoski (2000) 
designed a gaze writing prototype that is based on off-screen targets and a text input method called 
Minimal Device Independent Text Input Method (MDITIM). In MDITIM, the user writes using four 
principal cardinal directions (North, East, South, and West) and, in this prototype, these directions are 
marked on the monitor. The user writes by looking at the off-screen targets in a certain order. For 
example, when writing the letter y, the user looks at the off-screen targets in following order: South, East, 
South, and West. The letters create gesture-like gaze paths that the user can memorize.  
Before designing gestures for a drawing application in detail, it is useful to know the usability of gestures 
in general. Usability here refers to users' ability to produce gestures and the system's ability to recognize 
them. As a first step, we carried out a controlled experiment. 
Experiment 
The goal of the experiment is to find out what kind of gaze gestures are easy and natural for the user. In 
this experiment, different shapes (such as lines, triangles, rectangles and circles) were presented to the 
participant and they tried to imitate them with their eyes.  
Setup 
For the test, 16 participants, 7 males and 9 females, were recruited. Their ages varied from 19 to 33 years. 
Four of the participants wore eyeglasses. Tobii 1750 eye tracker (with screen resolution of 1280x1024 
pixels) and ClearView 2.6.3 were used during this experiment to track the participant’s eyes and to record 
the gaze data. The calibration was done with 16 points. With calibration, a test took about 30 minutes.  
During the test, participants were asked to accomplish a set of tasks as fast and accurately as they could. 
Three of the tasks were done on an empty drawing area and another three tasks were done on a drawing 
area that had a model image in it. The tasks were: 
• Draw with your gaze the letter L. 
• Draw with your gaze a triangle. 
• Draw with your gaze a line that goes from left to right and return to the starting point. 
• Draw the form of the green rectangle (by looking at each of its corners one by one) with your 
gaze. 
• Draw the form of the green circle (by following the circumference of the circle) with your gaze. 
• Look once at each end of the green line. 
All tasks were done with both small (250x250 pixels) and large (1180x920 pixels) drawing area. All tasks 
were repeated five times. In total, each participant did 60 tasks. The task order was balanced between 
participants.  
Preliminary results 
The analysis of the data is still ongoing and only preliminary results and some notes from the experiment 
can be presented at this point. The aim is to finish the analysis by September 2008. 
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In most cases, the shapes drawn during the tests resemble the asked shapes, at least when a human 
examines them. However, it is much more difficult for an application to recognise the shapes when the 
letter L resembles more the letter V. Participants commented that it was difficult to draw the shapes on 
almost blank surface. Especially, when the starting and the ending point of the shape were the same (e.g. 
triangle), it was difficult to remember where the drawing of that shape started, since there were no cues on 
a blank surface. Some participants used the borders of the drawing area as a help when drawing triangles 
and horizontal lines. This strongly suggests that the user needs some guides when doing gaze gestures. 
EyeWrite already uses guides to help the user to hit the target areas of the drawing window (Wobbrock et 
al., 2008). Drewes and Schmidt (2007) also offered helping lines in their test application, but the 
participants did not use them. However, the participants did use the whole display area for their gaze 
gestures and probably used the sides and corners of the application window or the display as a help. 
After the test, most participants reported that the circle was the most difficult shape to draw. They said 
they had to concentrate more when trying to follow the curving form of the circle (this means more 
fixations on the gaze path, see Figure 2). When the task completion times are compared, the task 
concerning the circle shape done on the large drawing area stands out since it took about one and a half 
times as much time to complete the task than the second slowest task (rectangle shape done on the large 
drawing area). However, when comparing circle and rectangle shape tasks done on small drawing area, the 
task completion times are about the same in both tasks. These results are similar to the results from 
Tchalenko’s (2001) studies. He discovered that curves are very difficult to draw because the user has to 
concentrate to achieve a better control of his eyes. 
Figure 2. One participant’s gaze path, when trying to follow the circumference of the circle (on left) and  
when trying to hit the corners of the square. Both show the calibration inaccuracy problem. 
Next steps 
The analysis of the gathered data continues. First, the accuracy between the gaze path and the model will 
be calculated (for tasks done with a model). Though the calibration was done with 16 points and its result 
was excellent, the drawn gaze paths have some systematic inaccuracy, especially on the upper part of the 
display (see Figure 2). This shows how vulnerable gaze pointing is to calibration errors. Next, the gesture 
duration and the distance that the gaze travels when performing a gesture will be taken under examination 
(for tasks done on an empty drawing area). This step relates to a challenge that the gaze gestures face: how 
to determine when the gesture starts and when it ends? Afterwards, an algorithm that recognises the gaze 
gestures will be created.  
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Conclusion 
The experiment described aims to shed light on which kind of gestures would be easy to do with gaze and 
which kind of algorithm is needed to recognise the performed gaze gestures. Results will help when 
designing a set of gaze gestures that are suitable for a drawing application and for its tools and functions. 
When the set of gaze gestures is ready, they will be tested with users and compared against other available 
methods. 
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Introduction 
The goal for this work has been to venture into novel interaction methods and implement these in reusable 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) components. My intention has been to create an interaction style that relies 
more on the specific properties of the human visual system, in which movement comes at a more constant 
and lower cost compared to moving a physical modality. Due to the proximity to natural human behavior 
this type of interaction should be very easy to learn. There is no new physical modality that the user has to 
map his or her intentions onto. Gaze interaction offers room for novel interaction techniques where objects 
appear or change when the user looks at them, without necessarily leading to a command execution. These 
reusable and configurable GUI components developed offer rapid development of future gaze driven 
applications.  
Gaze Interaction Interface Components 
The use of gaze data for interaction with computers is fundamentally different from more traditional 
computer interaction since there is no input modality (such as the mouse) to be acted upon. This requires 
specific interaction methods. Due to the physiology properties of the eyes a fixation covers an area of the 
screen that is larger than a traditional mouse pointer. Eye trackers will never be able to discriminate a gaze 
position for some of the smaller User Interface (U.I) components used in current interfaces. Hence, most 
of the existing applications for mainstream operating systems such as Microsoft Windows to be ill suited 
for gaze interaction. Additionally, the gaze data provided by the eye tracker is noisy and jittery. This factor 
has to be accounted for when designing gaze driven interfaces. 
 
The commonly used dwell times creates a interaction style that is stressful to use since everywhere the 
user looks a command seems to be activated. This issue, known as the “midas touch problem” (Jacobs et 
al., 1993), enforces a constant roaming of the eyes. For example, the variance in text length displayed on 
buttons leads to involuntary activation on items that contain longer and thus more time consuming text 
strings. By further developing the use of target areas (Ohno, 1998) and displaying these dynamically 
hopefully the midas touch problem can be alleviated. This result in components that will display options 
only when the user is looking at them, providing a direct interaction style based on the contextual position 
of the users gaze. To handle the noisy and jittery gaze data I intend to use target areas that are larger than 
the buttons and icons used, this enables the gaze to remain on the target. 
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Implementation 
When working with gaze as the only input, the midas touch problem as described earlier becomes a major 
issue. The behavior of the components has been shaped to reduce this as much as possible. In this case that 
includes a dynamically expanding target area which is activated by a fixation and creates a layer on top of 
the other components when activated and “rolled out”. Erroneous activations are reduced since the 
selection icons are not displayed on the interface in its original state, additionally a fixation on a button or 
menu does not cause a command to be issued (since a second saccade is required for performing the 
activation). When looking away from the component the activation icons are dynamically hidden from the 
interface which could reduce the error rate.  
 
The Binary Choice Selection Button 
This component resembles the traditional On/Off button where an option can either be selected or 
deselected, hence the name binary choice of either one or zero (true or false). The component was 
developed since the placement of text on dwell time activated icons causes involuntary activation (midas 
touch). The variances in length of the text of various buttons make the dwell time activation highly 
unstable. In other words, a button containing three words will more often be accidentally activated 
compared to a button with on one word. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Binary Choice, the target area (right box) is larger than 
the actual saccade/selection icon. It raises the tolerance for jitter 
by reducing the effect of noise from eye tracker  
 
The Radial Saccade Pie Menu 
The idea behind the component is to make use of dynamic allocation of the display area as well as 
providing a novel interaction method for activation. Upon fixating the button a set of icons are displayed 
at the top, left, right and bottom of the ellipse. An activation can then be performed by making a short 
saccade any of the selection icons. Since the second stage icons are displayed within the parafoveal field 
of view and always positioned at the same location (top, bottom, left and right) the user can effortlessly 
make a saccade to the desired icon. This reduces the chances of accidentally activating a command 
compared to one step dwell activation.  
            1. Initial state              4. Selected state 
                   
                                                    
 2. On fixation, opaque icon appears (speaker)      3. Fixation on the icon (opacity removed, glowing border)
 
Figure 1. The Binary Choice component. Upon gaze entering the component a opaque layer expands to the 
right, reveling the saccade icon (2, shown as a speaker). A growing white border indicates the activation 
process (3). The changed/selected state is then indicated by the background of the component (4). The speed 
of the rollout and the activation threshold is configurable. 
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As the user becomes more aquatinted with the interface the activation times can be reduced, proving a fast 
and adaptable activation. 
Prototypes 
Each prototype uses the custom developed component and aims at evaluating their performance in tasks 
that are real world oriented, such as playing music or viewing pictures. The first prototype built is a gaze 
based version of the classic Memory card game. The goal of the game is to memorize the location of cards 
to find matching pairs. The purpose of the second prototype is to build a gaze based photo gallery. When 
the user fixates one of the photos the size of the canvas area expands providing a zoom effect. In this 
mode an additional menu bar is rolled out at the bottom of the panel. This menu houses a dwell icon that, 
on activation, brings the photo into full viewing mode. By enlarging a photo which the user is actively 
looking at the screen real-estate can be used in a more effective and dynamic way. The third prototype is 
the music player, it utilizes all of the components to create a music library which can be navigated by gaze 
alone. By navigating through the library a play-list featuring one or more songs from multiple 
artists/albums can be constructed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation 
The evaluation was divided into a sequence of tasks that were especially developed for the purpose. The 
first two steps of the evaluation concerns the performance of the individual components. The 
                             
      Fig. 3 The Radial Saccade Pie Menu. Upon gaze entering the component a opaque ellipse expands from
      underneath  the button. Four icons appears on the ellipse. A fixation starts the activation process which 
      is  indicated by a glowing border. Both the expansion time and activation time can be configured. The  
     number of icons used is optional between 1-4. 
 
     
 
Fig. 4. The third prototype, the music player is using all of the interface components. 
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configuration of the components in terms of both interaction speed (feedback) and activation threshold 
(dwell) was configured in three modes. The three configurations had animation times of slow (500 ms.), 
medium (300 ms.) and fast (10 ms.) which means virtually no delay and causes the selection area to 
appear as soon as the gaze entered the component. In the same way the selection time (dwell) for each 
choice was configured with the same variables, hence the naming of the configurations are long 500+500, 
medium 300+300 and short 10+10.  
 
The second part of the evaluation regards the prototype applications which the participants were free to 
explore. The user satisfaction was measured by handing out two forms at the end requesting subjective 
opinions on the interface concerning the navigation, design, feedback, ease of use and stability. The 
Q.U.I.S (Chin et. al., 1987) and the IBM Computer Usability Satisfaction Questionnaires (Lewis, 1995) 
were used. 
Results 
   
 
Fig. 5. Task set completion time 
 
       
Fig 6. Binary Choice. Error rate 
Binary Choice Component 
The short temporal configuration (10+10) had a mean completion 
time per task set (selecting nine components) of 12 seconds with a 
standard deviation of 6 seconds compared to medium configuration 
(300+300) which have a mean time of 16 seconds with a standard 
deviation of 12 seconds. Finally the long activation time (500+500) 
produced a mean task completion time at 18 seconds with the 
standard deviation of 13 seconds . 
 
Per indivdual component the short configuration had a mean 
activation time of 1 second, while the medium provided a mean 1.2 
seconds. The long configuration displayed activation times well 
above the 500 ms (animation) + 500 ms dwell time required to 
perform a selection, when displaying a mean individual activation 
time on one and a half second. 
 
Error rates are defined as the number of selections that exceed the 
nine needed to complete each task set. The highest error rate was 
found to be for the short configuration which also had the highest 
variance. The average mean was short 4.03 (SD=3.7), medium 1.71 
(SD=1.6) and long 3.9 (SD=2.6). The bars in figure 6 show the 
mean average error rate over all sets in the three configurations. 
 
Fig 5. Task completion times across the different configurations. 
The horizontal line indicate the theoretical time needed to 
accomplish the task.  
 
Fig 6. Error rate for the different configurations. The short bar 
represents errors for the 10+10 millisecond configuration, medium 
equals 300+300 ms. and long 500+500 ms. 
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Fig. 7. Individual selection time. 
Radial Saccade Pie Menu  
The measures of time from gaze entering the component until a 
selection has been performed. Looking at the different 
configurations the short configuration (10+10) had a of mean 0.51 
seconds with a standard deviation of 0.32 second. The medium 
configuration (300+300) delivers mean of 0.8 second (SD = 0.24) 
While the long (500+500) configuration of the component 
produced a mean of 1.2 seconds (SD = 0.3). 
 
Response to the prototype applications 
The majority of the participants found the interface to be stimulating and fun to use. All participants who 
were successfully calibrated and completed the two first steps in the evaluation were able to use the 
prototype application with none or very few instructions. The interface was perceived as clear, well 
structured and a majority was satisfied with how easy it was to use the system. The most prominent source 
of dislike for the interface came from offsets in the calibration which consistently led to higher error rates, 
longer task completion times and lower ratings in the questionnaires. The accuracy of the gaze position is 
essential for a positive experience. Using gaze interaction with a constant offset is cumbersome, this factor 
is represented by the high variance in frustration levels. These indicators correlates with the physical load 
participants experienced and further with the overall satisfaction of the interface. An offset creates a 
situation where no activations occur even if the participants reported starting at the components.  
Future work 
As the core technology of eye tracking more accessible a rich set of interface components is one important 
area in making gaze interaction more widespread. Future versions of the NeoVisus component library is 
likely to concern range selection, markers, text entry, communication and media functions, etc. The wide 
range for computer usage today requires flexible building blocks for rapid application development. 
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Introduction 
Text entry is one of the main interaction tasks in gaze-controlled interfaces. The primary method of eye 
typing consists of selection of keys from an on-screen virtual keyboard (for a review of gaze-based text 
entry methods, see Majaranta and Räihä 2007). The user types by pointing at each character by gaze and 
dwelling on it for a certain amount of time, using dwell time as an activation command. Typically, only 
one keystroke per character (KSPC) is needed since most letters can be directly pointed at and selected. 
Having all characters visible at the same time requires space. The keys on the virtual keyboard must be big 
enough because of the accuracy limitations of eye tracking devices. This is true especially with “low-cost” 
systems that are based on off-the-shelf video or web cameras and have limited spatial resolution. 
Obviously, if the keyboard occupies most of the screen estate, it significantly limits the space available for 
other applications. 
Several attempts have been made to solve the problem of coping with the inaccuracy of the measured 
point of gaze and still preserving maximum screen space. Decreasing the number of keys can be used to 
save screen space (Miniotas et al. 2003). However, bigger keys are more often needed to enable the use of 
an eye tracker with low spatial resolution (Hansen et al. 2001), or to enable an end-user with eye tremor or 
involuntary movements to point at items on screen comfortably enough (Donegan et al. 2006). Thus, in 
some cases, having fewer keys is a requirement for any tracking at all and would therefore not save screen 
space. Isokoski (2000) used off-screen targets in order to preserve maximum screen space. To type a 
character, the user fixates at the off-screen targets in a certain sequence. The resulting gaze gesture is 
mapped to a character or command. Some recent gaze gesture systems use parts of the screen itself as 
active areas for the gesture recognition (Drewes and Schmidt 2007; Porta and Turina 2008) or show a 
small special area where the entering of the gaze gestures happens (Wobbrock et al. 2008). All these 
systems save screen space but learning the gesture based alphabet takes time. They also typically require 
several (typically 2-4) strokes per character. In experiments, users have achieved the average speed of 5-8 
words per minute (Porta and Turina 2008; Wobbrock et al. 2008).  
Miniotas et al. (2003) developed Symbol Creator. A character is created by combining two (or more) 
symbols. Hence, two keystrokes produce one character (with few exceptions). The symbol parts and their 
combinations resemble hand written characters or their parts (similarly as ‘o’ and ‘l’ put together forms 
‘d’), which helps in learning the symbols. The Symbol Creator has eight keys in a one-row virtual 
keyboard. Showing only one row of keys leaves most of the screen estate free for other purposes.  
Our goal was to develop a keyboard that saves screen space but will still be immediately usable and not 
require any special learning. Our idea is to use a keyboard layout that is already familiar to the user (such 
as QWERTY) and to save screen space by only showing part of the keyboard. In the following sections, 
we first describe the design of the reduced keyboards, which we call scrollable keyboards. We will then 
report results from an experiment where the keyboard was tested.  
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Scrollable Keyboards 
For the “full” keyboard, we used a common keyboard layout, QWERTY, shown in Figure 1 on the left. 
For the experiment, we decided to leave out special characters and punctuation (other than the comma and 
dot keys). Two space keys were placed in the end of the second and the third row.  
 
   
Figure 1. Full (3-row) keyboard, 2-row and 1-row scrollable keyboards. 
 
The 2-row keyboard (Figure 1, in the middle) has only two rows of keys visible at any time. To reach the 
third row, the user needs to select one of the special scroll keys on the left. The 1-row keyboard (Figure 1, 
on the right) only shows one row. The scroll keys, “up” and “down”, are located on the sides of the 
keyboard. In both, the scrolling is cyclic; an invisible row can be reached using either one of the scroll 
buttons. The scrolling produces animated feedback which takes 150 ms. Obviously the KSPC measure is 
more than one for the scrollable keyboard, since at least one extra keystroke (scroll key) is required to 
reach a hidden row. 
The visible distance between rows was extended because the drifting of the measured gaze position is 
higher in vertical direction than in horizontal direction with the tracker we used (see the method section 
below). Even though the visible buttons are circles, the gaze reactive area for each button is a rectangle 
(approx. 1.5*3.0 degrees if the distance between the user and the monitor is 45 cm). The buttons were 
selected using dwell time of 500 ms, constant throughout the experiment. Animated feedback indicated the 
progression of the dwell time, and the key became “pressed” (shown as pressed “down” for 150 ms) when 
selected.  
Method and Procedure 
8 volunteers (aged 23-47 years, 5 male, 3 female) took part in the test. They were students or staff, and all 
had participated in other related eye typing experiments earlier. Experienced participants were used to 
minimize the learning period. All were fluent in English and familiar with the QWERTY layout. 
The experiment was conducted in the usability laboratory at the University of Tampere. A head-mounted 
EyeLink eye tracking system was used to measure participants’ eye movements. The iComponent 
software which has a plug-in for EyeLink was used to implement the experimental keyboard and to save 
data. The setup consisted of operator and subject monitors, adjustable chairs and tables. The chair was set 
so that the participant’s eyes were at approximately 45 cm from the 17-inch monitor.  
For the experiment, 30 easy to memorize phrases were chosen from a set of 500 phrases by MacKenzie 
and Soukoreff (2003). Punctuation was removed and the phrases were case-insensitive. Participants were 
instructed to eye type the phrases as fast and accurately as possible. They were instructed to ignore 
mistakes and to carry on with a phrase when a mistake was made (our keyboards did not have a backspace 
key). 
Each session started with a short training period. To provide a basic level of familiarity with the 
experimental software, participants were given one practice phrase (about 25 characters) prior to data 
collection.  The experiment had 3 conditions: 3-row (full), 2-row, and 1-row keyboard. There were 8 
sessions for each testing condition (1 session per day). Each session included 6 phrases (average length of 
26.3 characters) for each condition, shown one at a time. Thus, the number of entered characters was 
approximately 8*8*3*6*26.3 ≈ 30300 (1152 phrases). A session lasted approximately 10-15 minutes. 
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Results 
The typing rate was measured in words per minute (wpm). In the last session, the average typing speed 
was 15.06 wpm for the full keyboard, 11.12 for the 2-row keyboard, and 7.29 wpm for the 1-row 
keyboard. The average error rates varied between 1-5%, with large variance between participants during 
the whole experiment. In the last session, the average error rates were below 2% for all conditions (see 
Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2. Typing speed (left) and error rate (right).  
The selection time for the scroll buttons, letter keys and space was measured. Especially, monitoring the 
usage of the scroll button is interesting, because it shows how the participants learned to use the scrollable 
keyboards with only partially visible layout. Figure 3 below shows the selection times for the 1-row (on 
the left) and 2-row (on the right) keyboards. The average selection times of the scroll buttons were 1107 
and 1268 milliseconds for the 1-row and 2-row keyboard, respectively. If the constant dwell time of 500 
ms is removed from the full selection time, the search time for each button is approximately 500 ms. 
 
Figure 3. Selection time for the 1-row (left) and 2-row (right) scrollable keyboards. 
Analysis of the scroll button usage shows that it slightly decreased in time and the average percentage of 
the scroll button clicks among all clicks were 39% (1.64 KSPC) and 16.5% (1.2 KSPC) for the 1-row and 
2-row keyboards, respectively. Participants used different strategies with the scrolling keyboards. Half of 
them memorized the location of letter and rows so that they could choose the shortest route to the invisible 
row. For example, after ‘e’ (located on the top row) the user can reach ‘n’ (on the bottom row) by one 
scroll up instead of two scrolls down in the 1-row keyboard. Thus, the number of scroll usage was 
minimized. Some participants never scrolled the layout from top line up (to the bottom) or vice versa, 
because they did not want to lose orientation in scrolling. In this case, more scrolling was required but the 
participants still did not spend time in searching for the target letter. Finally, one participant did not 
memorize the distribution of letters across rows but always visually scanned any row to find the desired 
letter, and used only one direction of scrolling (up). This strategy resulted in the slowest typing speed. The 
difference between the fastest and slowest participant was approximately 3 wpm within each condition.  
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Conclusion 
We have shown that scrollable keyboards, which reduce the space taken by the full (3-row) keyboard by 
1/3 or 2/3, can be efficiently used to enter text by gaze. The typing speed reduced only by 26.0% for the 2-
row and 51.6% for the 1-row keyboard. Furthermore, the increase in the rate of keystrokes was quite 
reasonable, from 1 KSPC to 1.64 KSPC and 1.2 KSPC with the 1-row and 2-row keyboard, respectively. 
The results are encouraging compared to e.g. gesture based interfaces that always require several strokes 
per character (albeit the saccades needed to make such eye strokes can be very fast).  
The typing speed and KSPC can be further improved using an optimized layout organized according to 
letter-to-letter probabilities. However, the optimized layout requires longer learning time. (Results of our 
experiment with the optimized layout will be reported elsewhere later.) 
The scrolling keyboards may be especially useful in casual typing situations, for example, filling in web 
forms where the overview of the full web page is important. Scrolling could also be useful in accessing the 
key rows that are not needed as often as letters, such as number, punctuation and function keys. Finally, 
the user should be able to easily adjust the number of visible rows to support the optimal layout in each 
situation. 
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Abstract 
This paper reports on recent work undertaking usability study of a software-based assistive technology.  
The software was developed to support increased opportunities and interactions for people in residential 
nursing homes and extra-care housing. The objective of the project was to allow older people and those 
with early onset of dementia to have access to some of the functionality of modern computers. The 
software could also have applications in other markets, such as schools and for older people living at 
home. The intention is to provide opportunities for active participation and facilitate more access to 
hobbies, interests, past-times and to develop and maintain social networks.  The complex interface of 
modern computers otherwise often excludes people from access to digital media including video and 
internet telephony, games and activities, information and resources on the internet and other facilities that 
may be useful to them if presented in a different way. 
The study presented is being carried out in 3 residential homes with 20 participants. Eye-gaze recording 
was a key element of the usability testing.  The study methodology was designed to provide feedback 
towards the design of the software and to better understand the use of computers by this target group.   
This paper presents the results of the first stage of the usability study, in particular the paper concentrates 
on the use of the eye-gaze data.  The design of the sessions  allowed participants to explore the system 
independently and then to complete some pre-defined tasks.   The users’ interaction with the computer 
was recorded through video, audio, screen and eye-gaze recording as well as a data-log of the physical and 
eye interaction.  The process of acquiring eye-gaze data with this fairly non-typical cohort is examined 
and the value of this data in contributing to the design of this software is explored. 
Introduction 
The Advanced Care Technologies (ACT) Programme is a European funded venture to investigate the most 
effective applications of Assistive Technology and Telecare (ATT) to raise the quality of life for South 
Yorkshire's ageing population. A major theme of the ACT Programme is evaluation of the effectiveness 
and user acceptability of ATT products. It seeks to do this through collaborative partnerships between the 
university, industry and the health and social care systems.  
The usability study described in this paper was conducted within the SIM WIN project. The SIM WIN 
project is an evaluation of an intuitive computer-based system developed for residents of residential care 
homes. The software was designed to provide enhanced accessibility to activities and interests, and 
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improve social interaction and networking to family and friends through videoconferencing facilities. The 
motivations behind the development of SIM WIN was to provide a means of mental stimulation, as an 
alternative (or complementary) to the traditional social activities existing in UK residential care homes. 
The University of Sheffield leads the SIM WIN project, in collaboration with Barnsley Hospital and a 
non-for-profit residential care home provider based in Sheffield, UK. 
 
 
Fig 1. SIM WIN system (screenshot) 
 
Eye-tracking or eye-gaze is a method of measure where people are looking while they perform particular 
tasks. Almost sixty years ago, Fitts, Jones and Milton pioneered the use of eye tracking (or eye-gaze) to 
assess the usability systems for airline pilots [Fitts, P. M., Jones, R. E., & Milton, J. L. (1950). Eye 
movements of aircraft pilots during instrument- landing approaches. Aeronautical Engineering Review 
9(2), 24–29]. Since then,  eye-gaze techniques  has been used to assess a wide range of human-computer 
interactions., including military technology, menu-based software systems and website design. Literature 
concerning the implementation of eye-gaze techniques to assess the usability of software by older people 
is limited with only a few published studies, for example, Obrist et al (2007) used eye-gaze methods to 
investigate the  usability an interactive TV application between a group of older people (50+) with a group 
of younger adults [Marianna Obrist, Regina Bernhaupt, Elke Beck and Manfred Tscheligi, Focusing on 
Elderly: An iTV Usability Evaluation Study with Eye-Tracking, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 
Volume 4471: 66-75; 2007] 
The aim of the study described in this paper was to evaluate the usability of the SIMWIN system, in 
addition the study aimed to investigate the role of eye gaze techniques as a tool for assessing the usability 
of computer-based systems developed for older people.   
Study Design 
The study is being carried out in 3 residential homes with 20 participants. Participants were a mix of day-
centre attendees and residential home residents, all participants were not currently computer users and 
were aged 63 and above. The oldest participant was 96 years old. Participants had a range of associated 
medical conditions, including some functional and cognitive limitations. Recruitment was carried out by 
casual researchers through information sessions and demonstrations, inclusion criteria were diagnosis of 
dementia and any physical incapacity which would hinder the basic operation of the touchscreen (e.g. 
blindness). 
Each participant undertook an initial usability session of approximately 20 minutes.The first half of the 
session allowed the participant to explore the system and during the second half the participant was asked 
to complete 6 tasks.  The session was recorded using screen capture with eye-gaze data overlaid, video 
and audio capture and data-logging of mouse and gaze interactions.  
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Fig 2. Examples of recorded data 
This session was followed by 3 months of regular training, personalisation and support sessions in the 
residential homes in a group environment.  At the time of writing, this training period is ongoing and the 
first session of the usability testing has been studied and initially analysed. A follow-up stage of the study 
is planned to allow comparison of participant’s use pre and post the training and support. The study 
methodology was designed in order to provide feedback towards the design of the software and to better 
understand the use of computers by this target group.   
Analysis 
A number of analysis stages are planned: 
• Qualitative analysis of the recorded data (screen, eye, video and audio)  
• Hand-coding of the recordings to analyse (tasks completed, task success rate, number of cells 
selected in each task) 
• Quantitative analysis of the data-logged data (mouse and gaze interactions) 
At the time of writing, the qualitative analysis has been completed and is briefly described below. 
Preliminary Results 
The qualitative analysis was conducted to identify and code themes within the data related to the usability 
of the system.  Below is a brief summary of the main relevant themes. 
Design Compromises and Features 
Design compromises predominately emerged around the nature of the interface and making this less 
confusing for participants. A number of sub-themes emerged relating to ‘confusability’: 
• The label used on the buttons: participants sometimes struggled to select ‘correct’ buttons in tasks, 
despite repeated prompting and having looked at the button. This may be related to the language 
and/or icon of the buttons not being relevant or understood by the participant. 
• Not understanding the function of the button: some participants seemingly pressed buttons without 
fully understanding what the effect of pressing it would be. 
• Not ‘seeing’ buttons: buttons on the system were sometimes represented in slightly different ways 
and in different positions. The eye gaze data showed that some participants, when trying to achieve a 
function, found it difficult to discriminate between different buttons in order to select the function.  
Several instances of ‘not seeing’ buttons – where participants’ scan-paths showed that they had 
looked at a number of other buttons, but not the target one – where observed, particularly where 
target buttons were a different shape to the rest of the buttons and/or in the corners of the screen.  
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A few other sub-themes related directly to design considerations: 
• Missing buttons: one specific part of the system, video playing, did not have a ‘stop button’ – a 
quarter of participants specifically noticed this design anomaly.   In other comparable screens with a 
‘stop button’ participants were easily able to identify and use the button, confirmed through 
observation of the eye-data. 
• Content: in some parts of the system, participants can clearly been seen to understand the difference 
between the interface buttons and the content and also to demonstrate an expected cause and effect 
by looking to the content area after pressing a button.  Analysis of the data also highlighted some 
areas of the system where participants did not seem to find it clear which areas of the screen were 
active buttons and which were displaying content. 
 
Understanding and Cognitive Load 
A number of themes emerged around participants understanding of the operation of the system, these 
themes can be broadly grouped into issues to do with navigation, the intuitiveness of interaction: 
 
• Navigation:  
Participants showed varying levels of understanding of the navigation:  For example, there was evidence 
of confusion between the use of the ‘Do something else’ and ‘Quit’ buttons. However, some participants 
also showed good understanding of the concept of the ‘Do something Else’ button – frequently using it 
intentionally to choose another type of activity after having scanned and rejected the other options. 
Participants also showed varying abilities to understand the concept of the navigation between the levels 
in the system – most participants managed to show understanding of moving between the top level and 
second level to choose a specific activity.  Eye gaze data showed that many participants actively scanned 
the available options on each level and then subsequently actively chose their preferred choice.   
 
• Competence/intuitiveness: 
Participants displayed varying levels of competence and intuitive understanding of the human-computer 
interaction.  Many participants, during the first period of use of the system, showed an intuitive 
understanding of the touch-screen and how to use it, some other participants needed some instruction on 
the touch-screen, however they then learnt its operation.  Some participants were also able to explore the 
system independently without prompting, including some of the more complex tasks in some cases, for 
example navigating through multiple levels to select preferred music tracks.  For some participants, 
memory of the system sometimes appeared to affect their competence at using the system.   
Discussion 
Initial analysis of the data from the usability studies of this SIMWIN system software has shown it to 
provide a useful source of information for the design and study of this Assistive Technology software for 
older people.  The recording of eye-gaze data has been demonstrated to be successful with this cohort 
which might have otherwise been considered challenging.  Although it would have been possible to run 
the study without the eye data, the analysis has shown that combined with the other data streams (screen, 
audio, video) it provides a very rich source of data.  A number of the themes that developed from the 
qualitative analysis of the data were reinforced through observation of the eye traces – for example, noting 
the eye track path across choices before a selection helped confirm that users were intentionally choosing 
options.  Another example of the usefulness of the eye-data is shown in one of the themes where 
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participants appear to find it difficult to see one of the buttons – without the eye data, the reason for their 
difficulty in selecting this button would be difficult to induce.  
The use of an eye-gaze system did have, however, some practical difficulties: for example, it was difficult 
or impossible to calibrate the system for some older people who wore quite thick spectacles. Also, the use 
of wheelchairs by some participants proved problematic when it came to locating the eye-gaze screen in 
front of them in the ‘real environment’ of a residential home. 
Other forms of analysis of the data will take place to try to establish further information from the data; 
hand coding will help establish task success rates and times taken to complete tasks;  and the data-log 
from the software will be analysed to see if this provides a useful information source.  In parallel with this 
aspect of the project, a further study is being carried out to establish the cohort’s opinions on the concept 
and use of this system. 
Possible future research topics have already been identified – these include investigating specific aspects 
of interface use by this cohort – for example the relationship between content and buttons and optimal 
layout and positioning of these elements.  The project is also likely to generate future research work 
regarding the use and accessibility of computers for older people. 
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Introduction 
For people with severe physical disabilities eye gaze technology offers a way of accessing direct 
communication and in addition a way of controlling their immediate environment and enabling access to 
functions such as email and the internet. These additional functions have the capacity to enhance a 
person’s independence and also their social inclusion hence improving quality of life.  
This paper presents a case study of a person who has very limited physical movement including limited 
and involuntary eye movement and looks at the process of assessing for, and setting up his eye gaze 
system. It also highlights the challenges faced during the development process. 
In order to maintain confidentiality the patient has been referred to as Mr X. 
Process 
Background 
Mr X had a brainstem stroke in January 2005 and was diagnosed at that stage as having ‘locked in 
syndrome’. The Barnsley Assistive Technology Team became involved towards the end of 2005 when 
other health professionals, such as speech and language therapists and occupational therapists, were trying 
to find methods that Mr X could use to access equipment such as a communication aid. 
Mr X has a minimal amount of jaw and eyebrow movement and communicates ‘yes’ and ‘no’ by looking 
down and up respectively. His eye movement is limited to vertical movement with little or no lateral 
movement. Mr X and his wife have a very effective communication method in which his wife provides an 
auditory scan of the alphabet. Although Mr X and his wife communicate very efficiently using this 
method, other people such as family members and carers, rarely use it as effectively. 
Following initial assessment the Barnsley AT Team investigated several different access methods to 
attempt to identify a reliable and comfortable way for Mr X to obtain a switch action. Early on in the 
assessment process the possibility of trying eye gaze was considered but soon dismissed as at that time a 
system was not available which could accommodate the user having vertical eye movement only. The 
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COGAIN report from 2005 highlights some of the physical difficulties that can make using eye gaze 
difficult for some people (Donegan et al, 2005). 
During the period that Mr X was trying various switch alternatives Barnsley AT Team had built links with 
the COGAIN project, part of which is to consider using eye gaze for people who may have more 
challenging requirements and, due to developments in eye gaze systems, it was suggested to Mr X that eye 
gaze could be tried. 
Assessing for eye gaze access 
The initial aim was to set up a system for Mr X to give access to the alphabet, numbers, some basic editing 
and punctuation tools and a rest page. Mr X was assessed using the MyTobii system. The initial challenge 
was positioning the MyTobii appropriately for Mr X. The first assessments were done with the MyTobii 
attached to the kitchen surface with Mr X in his chair in the doorway. To solve a height adjustable table 
was purchased. This provided better positioning of the MyTobii and also enabled Mr X to try the system 
whilst in his chair and whilst in bed. 
The second major challenge was that, due to Mr X having only vertical eye movement and a degree of 
nystagmus, (involuntary eye movement), it was difficult for Mr X to achieve a good calibration. In the 
early assessments a calibration performed by another person was used. Although not ideal, this did enable 
Mr X to be able to operate the system and indicated that with better calibration this could be a successful 
access method.  
Initial assessment sessions focussed on identifying ways of maximising Mr X’s success with eye gaze. To 
facilitate assessment a grid which plays musical notes was used. This musical grid provided a rewarding 
and relatively stress free way to practise as there was, for example, no pressure to spell out words. Having 
identified the potential of eye gaze for Mr X a long process of refinement and development began. 
Initial grid development 
The initial trials had suggested that Mr X would only be able to access a single column of cells and that 
these would be best positioned in the centre of the display with the workspace, (area where typed letters 
appear), to the left. In addition previous assessment had suggested Mr X would probably manage five 
rows. Using these grid constraints an initial communication grid was set up for Mr X based on the 
scanning system which he uses with his wife.  
Despite still having difficulty achieving a good calibration Mr X was able to use this initial grid set up to 
type a sentence. In addition, having tried this initial grid Mr X requested that each row be made a different 
colour, with the same colour scheme used throughout the grid set to aid his ability to distinguish between 
cells more easily.  
Due to advances in technology at this stage the second of the initial challenges, the calibration was solved 
as the MyTobii software had advanced to enable one eye to be used for control. This enabled a good 
calibration to be achieved and so improved the precision of his selections. 
The colours were added to the grid set and at the following assessment Mr X was asked questions about 
the set up, which he was able to answer using the MyTobii. Mr X was asked what he liked about the 
system and he responded that it was great because most people won’t use the method he uses with his 
wife. He was also asked what he didn’t like and his comments were about things he wanted changing 
within the grid set (i.e. workspace to be positioned at the bottom with rows filling the width of the screen, 
some comments on position of some of the letters and when he wanted it to speak). Finally, he was asked 
about other things he would like to be able to do, and he was keen to have some basic environmental 
control, document production and email. 
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Development of grid set 
At this stage the grid set went through major changes and having solved the earlier challenges further 
challenges arose. The first of these was that there were concerns regarding having the workspace at the 
bottom of the screen as this reduced the height of the cells and it was possible that this could cause 
selection problems for Mr X. The second challenge was and is accessing some of the additional functions 
such as document production and email whilst only having a very limited number of cells available and a 
small workspace. The third challenge was identifying ways of enhancing the speed at which Mr X can 
communicate.  
The first stage of this process was that the workspace was moved, the rows were extended to be the full 
width of the screen and the labels on the cells were repeated across the cell (this was requested by Mr X 
again to enhance the distinction between the cells). In addition a page of environmental control functions 
was added. As mentioned above the second challenge at this stage was that Mr X can only access five 
cells per page and one of those cells is always taken up with a way of getting to a different page. This 
means considering the navigational process and number of selections to get to certain functions is 
essential. A grid was added to give Mr X access to the additional functions required (e.g. Environmental 
Control). Adding basic environmental control was relatively easy as the functions Mr X required were 
single functions (e.g. lights) and so only took up one space on a grid. When these changes had been made 
a further assessment was performed to test the changes. Mr X proved that he was able to manage with the 
six rows and reported that he preferred the set up. 
The grid underwent further development to enable Mr X to switch between communication, document 
production, environmental control and email. The document and email production utilise the same 
alphabet and editing grids however the workspace is changed accordingly when entering these modes. 
Additional grids have also been introduced to give the specific commands required for these functions for 
example a contacts list. This is where the limit of five cells has been a major challenge as to give all the 
required functions for efficient and independent email use takes up multiple five cell grids and trying to 
set these up to limit cognitive load and number of selections has been complex.  
Work has also been carried out regarding the third challenge of increasing the communicative speed. For 
each letter Mr X types he makes three selections and so giving Mr X methods to avoid typing every word 
in full would enhance communicative speed. Three options were considered to approach this challenge. 
The first of these was word prediction. This posed additional issues as word prediction requires a display 
of the possible words and due to the five cell limit this resulted in either Mr X being taken to a separate 
prediction page or having a single cell on the front page. These options were demonstrated to Mr X 
however due to his visual impairment he found it difficult to see the predicted words and got frustrated 
and agitated. The second option tried was abbreviation expansion, for example defining that if ‘hh’ is 
typed it could be expanded to ‘hello, how are you?’ However with abbreviation expansion within the Grid 
2 software a cell is needed to display the possible expansion and then that cell is selected to choose the 
expansion. Again Mr X did not like this due to it requiring a cell on the home page and it being difficult to 
see. The third option explored was auto replace. This is similar to abbreviation expansion however when a 
unique letter combination is entered it is automatically expanded to a phrase, (e.g. typing ‘hh’ results in 
‘hello, how are you?’). Mr X felt that this was the best option at this stage. 
Conclusion 
The process has highlighted important challenges and possible solutions when using eye gaze for a person 
with severe physical disabilities who wants to access a range of functions. This is not finished as Mr X 
identifies further requirements as he uses the system more. He currently would like access to music and 
has had a photograph album added. He would also like to access the web and initial work has looked at 
this however the constraints of workspace size and number of cells does present particular issues when 
considering web access. 
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Further work is required to look at expanding the functions available using eye gaze when a person is 
limited in the number of targets they can manage due to physical limitations. 
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COGAIN 2008 Keynote by Dr. Anthony Hornof 
 
 
The Human-Technical Challenge of Developing 
Gaze-Controlled Devices 
 
Abstract 
Since the summer of 2003, students, collaborators, and I have been working together to develop eye-
controlled interfaces.  We have met with some success, such as with the development of EyeDraw and 
EyeMusic.  EyeDraw is software that is specifically designed to enable children with motor impairments 
to draw pictures using their eye movements.  EyeDraw has been extensively tested and validated, and is 
now distributed with a commercial eye tracker.  EyeMusic is a system developed for computer musicians 
(without motor impairments) that enables a performer to control a new media art performance with just his 
or her eye movements.  EyeMusic compositions have been performed at major computer music 
conferences.  
 
Working on these projects, my students, collaborators, and I have encountered many challenges, both 
technical and human-centered, which are probably consistent with the difficult challenges faced by the 
COGAIN community in general.  Some of these challenges include:  Understanding and decomposing a 
human task to the point that it can be dictated by a series of eye movements, developing eye-controlled 
software within the constraints of existing frameworks for programming graphical user interfaces, 
connecting software across platforms, working with children and adults with severe motor impairments as 
software testers and collaborators, getting comfortable and integrated with a unique physical and social 
environment, providing roles for caregivers and siblings in the software, and building teams that span 
incredibly disparate disciplines and practices.  
 
My current research efforts have for the moment put eye tracking software development on hold, and 
instead focus on spending time with children with severe motor impairments and their caregivers.  The 
goal is to figure out how to move the eye tracking software development process out of the isolated lab so 
that it can better mesh with actual usage and practice.  Along the way to designing new gaze-controlled 
technology, developers can perhaps benefit by learning and using other “lower tech” methods for 
communicating with a person with impairments.  It is my hope and expectation that by facing these 
challenges head-on that COGAIN and like-minded researchers can better solve the incredibly difficult 
problem of delivering complex, thoughtful, and easy-to-use communication by gaze interaction. 
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